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Income tax bill
signed into law

BG News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo

Trick Shot
One of the world's top trick shot artists and pocket biiiard players, Jack White, showed students the tricks of the trade
yesterday in the Buckeye Room of the Union. White has been at the Buckeye Room every day this week conducting pool clinics,
demonstrating shots and hosting the Jack White BGSU Pool Tournament In conjunction with the CJAO Games Committee. Today
White will be giving a trick shot demonstration at 1 p.m. as well as playing the tournament winner.

COLUMBUS (AP) - The bill to
nearly double the state income tax
was signed into law yesterday by Gov.
Richard Celeste.
Celeste's action allows the state to
begin collecting the added money
from workers' paychecks Tuesday.
The measure retains a 50 percent
surcharge that otherwise would have
expired next month and adds another
40 percent increase. It also imposes a
.5 percent increase in the public utility excise tax for four months.
Celeste's tax package is aimed at
raising $300 million which, combined
with $282 million in spending cuts,
would more than offset a projected
state government budget deficit of
$511 million by June 30.
Although the governor had made
himself available to reporters after
the bill was passed first Dy the House
and then the Senate, he would not
comment yesterday.
"It's over and done with," Paul
Costello, Celeste's press secretary,
said.' 'He signed the bill. He has a full
schedule. He's been in meetings all
day."
WORD OF THE BILL signing came
in a one-sentence news release from
the governor's office. "The Governor
signed H.B. 100 at 3:23 p.m.," it read.
Celeste had been criticized by Republicans and others for the size of the
tax increase and for making it permanent. Some GOP lawmakers said a
temporary tax was all that was
needed because the budget deficit was
due to the economic recession.

Nursing home operators and hospitals complained spending reductions
authorized by the bill would make
cuts in the Medicaid program.
Some tax protest groups have
talked about seeking repeal of the
measure via statewide referendum.
When Ohio's income tax was enacted in 1971, opponents placed a
constitutional amendment on the ballot the next vear to repeal it. But the
issue was defeated by a margin of
more than 2-to-l.
,,_
Although he is opposed to the 90
percent surcharge, Rep. Robert Netzley, R-Laura, said yesterday a repeal
movement probably would fare no
better now.
"They may get it on the ballot but
the result will be the same," Netzley
said. "If they try to reduce the tax,
then they're in trouble."
HE SAID backers of the tax likely
would mount a well-financed campaign and raise the prospect of
schools and state faculties closing if
the taxes were cut.
"The emotional appeal is going to
be on their (proponents) side ... and
the taxpayers aren't organized,
Netzley said.
He predicted a ballot issue would
stand a better chance if it proposed to
place a lid on future tax increases.
The bill Celeste signed involves the
budget of the fiscal year which ends
June 30. He is slated to submit next
month his budget for two fiscal years,
which start July 1.

Landlords, students discuss conflicts
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

What appears to be a constant
struggle between student tenants and
landlords may be resolved in the near
future, according to some property
owners in the area.
A number of landlords and members of the University Student Consumer Union, gathered Monday to
discuss landlord-tenant conflicts.
The students and property owners
agreed lack of communication causes
many of the conflicts between student
tenants and landlords.
"Communication is 90 percent of
anybody's problem," Al Green, landlord, said.
Doug Valentine, also a landlord,
said accusations he has intruded on

NEWS IN BRIEF
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Logos wanted
The Department of Environmental Services will be holding a contest to design a logo for .an
upcoming Education and Awareness campaign under a grant from
the Ohio Office of Utter Control,
according to Justine Magsig, education awareness coordinator.
"The objectives (of the campaign) are to promote student
awareness of litter as a constraint
on the quality of campus life and to
change the habits of disposal of all
kinds of trash while students are
members of the University community," Magsig said.
She added that the logo selected
as best exemplifying the objectives
of the campaign will be featured on
all education/awareness activities
during this year.

Director resigns
Greg Weiss resigned from his
position as hall director of Kohl
Hall Sunday, Feb. 20, according to
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students and Residence life.
Paulsen said graduate assistants
Ted Behnken and Tim Asher will
operate the building for the remainder of the year. She added
mat Jamie Harter, hall director in
Rodgers Quadrangle will supervise
Behnken and Asher.

Weather
Cloudy and cold today with a high
of 30. Ten percent chance of snow.
Low tonight IS.

Inside
-Use of computers in classroom
being studied by Bowling Green
committee. See page three.
-Falcon icers face Ohio State for
the Ohio Cup. See page ■«▼<■•

parties have been unjust.
"I am not here to patrol or to play
house-mother," he said. "We are here
for security reasons only."
He added he has hired a security
Siard to take care of necessary paolling.
Most problems related to parties
include noise complaints and vandalism. To eliminate this, Valentine is
firm on the number of persons allowed in an apartment.
"We say 25 persons in a two-bedroom apartment at any one time is
plenty,'' he said.
VALENTINE also said he is interested in maintaining the overall appearance of his complexes.
"I take pride in my buildings
looking respectable," he said.
Some criticism ot Valentine in the

past has often come from the Student
Consumer Union, Valentine said. But,
be said, the group is beginning to
produce some accurate information.
"If they are going to survive and be
effective, they're going to have to deal
with facts and with the truth. I feel
they are starting to do this," he said.
Valentine added that more meetings like the one held Monday would
help break down the barriers between
landlords and students.
Another landlord in the city, Tom
Baer, disagrees with the assumption
that problems do exist.
"I don't see any problems in the
rental business. There are isolated
incidents but they go with the business," be said.
According to Baer, who also agrees
communication is lacking between
tenants and landlords, some conflicts

may be avoided by more interaction
between the SOU and the city's Rental
Housing Association.
"THE TWO have never gotten together to share ideas and feelings. I
feel that this is sad," he said.
According to Baer, putting information in writing also helps alleviate
many communication problems.
"I do everything in writing. That
way you minimize problems," be
said.
Baer has managed to avert many
party complications by asking his
tenants to give him 48 hours notice
before a party. He said this helps
students have a better party experience.
"I feel it (party registration) gives
me the opportunity to share my apartment party experience with the ten-

ants," he said. "I'm not out to
dampen their party. I've averted a
bad situation by making them (tenants) aware of what's going on."
Baer added he feels meetings like
the one held Monday are beneficial if
they are held routinely and if the
group in attendance is diverse.
Green also considers rental problems to be minimum but said stereotypes play an important part in
landlord-tenant communication.
Ninety to 99 percent of our students
are excellent to work with," he said.
ACCORDING TO Green, "there are
always going to be stereotypes. I
think over the years, the landlord has
always been the villian."
Green also added he doesn't feel it
necessary to become involved in the
lives of his tenants.
"We don't have the patrol or any of

that kind of stuff/' he said. "We feel
that people who live independently
should do just that."
Mark Dolan, chairman of the SCU,
also said many of the problems involve stereotypes.
"Whenever we look at the landlords, we look at the bad ones. It's the
same way that the landlords see the
bad students," be said.
Dolan added that both parties are
trying to alleviate communication
difficulties.
"We're trying to break the barriers
down a little bit, but we're still the
students and they're still the landlords," he said.
Dolan agreed a small number of
students cause a majority of the problems but "we can't police our own
students. We can't tell them how to
live," he said.

Reagan says EPA scandal exists only in media
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan, denying a scandal was brewing at the Environmental Protection
Agency, named replacements yesterday for Rita Lavelle and two other
administrators he removed in, the
continuing shakeup at the EPA.
The president said he retained confidence in the environmental agency's
administrator, Anne McGill Burford,
and told reporters who asked about a
possible EPA scandal: "The only one
brewing is in the media that's talking
about it."
Meanwhile, Lavelle, in a second

day of congressional testimony, told a
House Public Works subcommittee
her firing by Reagan was still "phenomenal'' to her and insisted she had
done nothing wrong.
"I hope today we can put all the
charges on the table - let's discuss
when, where and what," she said.
Lavelle, who attacked Burford in
testimony Wednesday as an ineffective manager, said yesterday she'd
become isolated from the EPA administrator amid continual wrangling
for power within the agency.
Larry Speakes, chief deputy White

House press secretary, announced the
shifts at the EPA and said the choices
were "the best people we can find
consistent with our need to move
quickly."
AT THE SAME time, he said be had
heard no suggestions that the president intended to stem the controversy
surrounding the agency by removing
Burford. But he said other shifts
; be made by the new officials,
gan chose Lee Thomas, an associate director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, to
succeed Lavelle. He will be given the

title of acting assistant administrator
for solid waste and emergency response. Thomas has been praised for
his work leading a federal task force
dealing with the dioxin contamination
problems at Times Beach, Mo.
Lavelle's firing by Reagan Feb. 7
prompted a flurry of congressional
investigations into allegations of mismanagement. Wednesday, the president asked for the resignations of
another assistant administrator and
the agency's inspector general.
"The president wanted to
strengthen the management func-

tion" at the agency. Speakes said,
when asked why the shifts were
needed in light of Reagan's assertion
a week ago that under his administration, the agency had achieved "a
splendid record.
"The president thought that would
be the best course in order to get a
fresh start." the spokesman said.
Speakes held out the possibility that
those given acting appointments
would be replaced after a fuller
search for nominees, but he also said
they would be considered for permanent positions.

School days return
for adult students
by Greg Hadley
reporter

Crawling out of bed after a late
night of studying, throwing on a
pair of Levi's in a hurry, grabbing
a book bag and rushing out to be on
time for an 8:30 a.m. class is a
lifestyle reserved for students between the ages of 18 and 22. However, this scene is typical for a
group of students who are much
older than that.
Many people over 45, for different reasons, have decided to go
back to college for an education.
Dick Larabee, a 48-year-old computer science major, said be was
bred of the same old routine of his
personnel manager's Job. He said
he decided to quit his "boring as
hell" Job and go to school to begin a
new career in computers.
"I knew that I no longer wanted
to do what I was doing. I had lost
my creativity. There was no chal-

lenge left," Larabee said.
Larabee, a senior, said returning
to school after a 25-year absence
required a big adjustment. Getting
his mind geared for studying and
the sudden lack of money were
problems he faced.
"I have to pay my dues all over
again," he said.
UNLIKE MOST students, Larabee doesn't put much emphasis on
grades. "I don't need mem
(grades). Employers will look at
the career I've had. I only study
what I think win be important to
use," be said.
Dr. Bob Goodwin, a philosophy
professor who is on a faculty development leave, also is returning to
classes but for a different reason
than Larabee.
"I want to expand my knowledge
of computers to help in my teaching," he said.
One of the biggest differences
see STUDENT, page six

photo/Tim Tobln
Martha Ragan, a retired nurse is enrolled In the Senior Adult Grant for Education program. Ragan has been
auditing classes through SAGE at the University for three years.
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If you made up a president like ours managed to make his own? That is
and put him in a book, his story would what I mean when I say it would be
be rejected as too improbable. Con- hard to make people believe in such a
sider nis last press conference. While character if he snowed up in a novel.
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COMMENTARY

ACGFA allocations
need serious scrutiny
T ast week 131 students selected five people who will have a
JLjdirect influence on how $240,000 is spent.
Such a low turnout for the Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations' election is inexcusable. However, regardless of the fact that less than one percent of the student body
voted, the responsibilities of the newly elected members
should be taken just as seriously as if 100 percent of the
student body had elected them.
We think too often in the past, ACGFA members unjustly
have represented a few groups on campus or sought only to
promote their own narrow interests. Also, they often have
failed to do adequate research on the exact activities of other
organizations.
It is the responsibility of the five newly elected ACGFA
members at-large to research these organizations, look at
how much they have spent this year, what type of activities
were planned, how many people attended, and if their
proposed budget is justified for the 1983-84 school year.
In the same light, it is also the responsibility of each
organization to make an honest budget estimation and not
pad it for all the extra "necessities."
ACGFA members and organizational representatives
should remember that the point of the allocations is not to see
which organization can double or triple their original budget.
The purpose is to see how students' general fees are most
wisely spent so that they may receive maximum enjoyment
and educational diversity from them.

by Gary Wills
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parts of his own administration were
telling reporters the president had
moved the aircraft carrier Nimitz
into the Gulf of Sldra, the president
flat out lied: "There's been no naval
movanent at all."
One might justify a diplomatic lie if
the president were threatening another country in secret. But Reagan's
lie had no purpose. It did not conceal
the naval moves from Libya. It did
not keep the American people in the
dark. ABC had broadcast the news
earlier on the very day Reagan spoke.
The secret was already out. Lying
about it Just made the president look
ignorant of his own administration's
activity.
Now we know the White House tried
to make ABC sit on the news of
military moves near Libya. That
would not have kept the secret; but it
would have made it unnecessary for
Reagan to deal with it in his press
conference.
ABC's refusal posed Reagan's handlers a problem. They would later say
be had been inadequately briefed on
the military moves he is supposed to
have made himself. Does that mean
he has to have his own decisions
explained to him? Does it mean that
he was told to lie, but to do it more
adroitly? Does it mean that the whole
truth was not given him? No matter
what suppositions we make, Reagan
looks out of contact with reality.
Was the president lying (uselessly),
or ignorant (of what he alone has
responsibility for)? Or does the answer lie in some weird third area, in
between the other two, which he has

His answers on the environmental
protection scandals labored under the
same «MWrniti«« as his treatment of
the Libya affair. Was he lying when
be said he would withdraw any claim
of executive privilege If there was
suspicion of wrongdoing - which there
certainly is? Or is he just ignorant of
the stand his own negotiators and the
Justice Department had taken and
continued to take after the press conference? Reagan himself would later
accept a compromise because he said
it did not mean withdrawing the claim
to executive privilege. Mendacious,

or dumb, or both? On any showing, he
clearly is not in control, even of Us
own words, much less of his own men
and women. At the time when shredders, erasures, perjury charges, bias
and business favoritism have shadowed the EPA, he says its "splendid
record" should dispel all doubts when the record is what raised doubts
In the first place.
With the same oblivion of reality.
Reagan boasted of Vice President
Bush's "success" in Europe as a
reason for putting into the arms control process a man bound to scare the
pants off Europeans.
Even at the level of mere verbal
competence, the president stumbled
in his answers as well as in reading

his statement, saying the opposite of
what he meant. He made three tries
at explaining Khadafy's position on
the Gulf of Sidra, and ended up sounding like Nicholas Nickleby's mother,
who talked this way: "There being no
time like the present, and no two birds
in the hand are worth one in the bush,
as is well known - leastways in a
contrary sense, which the meaning is
the same." The only difference is that
Mrs. Nickleby is at least partly believable in her novel.
I am often asked what I think of
President Reagan's brain, and I have
at least concluded it must be In great
shape. After all, it's never been used.
Gary Wills writes for the Universal
Press Syndicate.

Sharon weathers massacre criticism Journey and goal
After all the tumult and shouting,
the blood, tears and national introspection, the Israelis have weathered
the sharpest crisis of moral self-as-

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
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sessment in their history. Here is how
some of the results strike me.
- A responsive democracy. No nation in our time has been without guilt
in the conduct of its wars. The impressive fact is that Israel alone has had
the courage to point the finger of guilt
at its own military and political leaders. Let any existing democracy
match this record of a beleaguered
people, fighting for its existence, yet
willing to put the question of how
responsible it is for deaths indirectly
caused in a war.
- The dominance of Sharon. No one

has dominated the war in Lebanon
and its aftermath as has the general
who looks like a cross between George
Patton and Alfred Hitchcock and is
the hottest butt for scorn since Dr.
Strangelove.
He was also - and rightly - the
Inquiry panel's choice for chief culprit. With his built-in narcissism he
even elbowed Menachem Begin aside
as the target of hostile world attention. Hence the dismay in every world
capital when he failed to fold. Glory
be, we are all sacred executioners and
we don't willingly surrender our scapegoats.
- The dynamics of change in Israel.
Observers run the risk of forgetting
that a new Israel is emerging, different from Ben-Gurion's and Golda
Meier's and Moshe Dayan's - a nationalist Israel, intent on its West
Bank settlements, fearful of having
surrendered too much at Camp David, more expressive in its emerging

Sephardic majority than in its earlier
European settlers.
Many liberals don't like this image
of Israel, yet it is there as a reality.
Unless we understand it we won't
understand Sharon's political survival, and Begin's continuing majority
in the Knesset, and his successful
repulse of a series of no-confidence
votes. There is an angle of vision that
gives the inquiry panel's report a
poignant meaning beyond the surface
maneuvers of the Cabinet and Knesset.
- Begin's primacy. It would be a
mistake to see Sharon and not Begin
as the central figure in Israel's immediate political future. It was Begin
who called the shots in the Cabinet
meetings, Begin who will decide defense policy until Moshe Arens or
some other hard-liner takes over and
Begin who remains the one viable
political figure in Israel's national

LETTERS

What will you be doing the weekends of Feb.26 and March 5? We sure
hope you aren't planning to go home
because if you are you will miss the
chance to be a part of possibly the
winningest, exciting and BEST season of sports ever at B.G. There are
championship titles being won here,
and you fans can definitely make the
difference.
Let's give the basketball and
hockey teams a little of what they've
been giving us for the past five
months - excitement and the BEST of
themselves. Let's support our athletes and believe in them when they
need it the most.
Let it all out in these last games, let
the teams know we're here and may
the BEST team win. Good Luck Fal-

and Freddie will be revealed on
March 5 at the Ball State basketball
game. Both games start at 3 p.m. The
alternative Frieda and Freddie will
be revealed on Feb. 26 at the Ohio
State hockey game. See you there!

Parking regulations
explained by court
You cannot park in commuter lots
from 3 to S a.m. Though this rule is
stated clearly in the Parking and
Traffic Regulations Issued by Parking Services, many commuter students are not aware of the rule. The
important questions to ask are: Why
is it important for students to be
aware of the rule? What la the purpose of the rule? How can you avoid a
ticket if you will be staying on campus

The importance of knowing commuter lots are closed from 3 to 5 a.m.
Is that If you do not know the rule, and
Frteda and Freddie Falcon hence, violate the rule, you are likely
to receive a $10 ticket for parking in a
PA Don't miss our beheading. dosed space or area.
Frieda will be revealed on Feb. 28 at
While many commuter students
the Ohio University basketball game may be irritated by the S to S a.m.
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Freddie and Frieda say,
'support sports teams'

He probably won't need to call an
early election in order to survive
politically. There has even been talk
of a National Unity government to
include Likud, Labor and the religious
parties. It Is unlikely, but it is also a
sign of a shift in Begin's acceptance.
- The mark of Cain? Sharon has
been obsessed with the idea that the
inquiry report leaves a "mark of
Cain" on the Jews as a people. This is
more the excessiveness of his rhetoric
than it is actuality. By the very fact of
the inquiry the Jews have moved
beyond the mark of Cain.
Sharon's basic blunder was to start
a war that he could neither finish nor
control. It was part of his arrogant
belief in bis own capacity for maneuver. But there is also a touch of the
flamboyant imagination about him
which If it were removed from the
scene I would miss.
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rule, the purpose of the rule is to
benefit commuter students. First,
closing the lots from 3 to S a.m.
eliminates the problem of students
who are not commuters parking in the
spaces reserved for commuters.
Parking Services is trying to make
sure commuter students will have a
place to park upon arrival to campus.
Second, when snow creates a problem
in parking lots, Parking Services is
better able to clear the lots if the lots
have no cars In them.
Even though Parking Services has
good intentions for enforcing this rule,
some commuter students may have
good reason to stay on campus all
night. If you find yourself in this
situation, there are two ways to avoid
paying for a parking ticket:
(1) Call Parking Services (phone
373-2776). If Parking Services la
closed, contact Campus Safety and
Security (phone 372-2346).
(2) move your car to an appropriate
lot. Monday through Friday, 5 p.m. to
7 am. you may park in faculty/staff
areas except:
(a) metered lot 17 - students are restricted bom parking in
this area at all times.
. (b) east side of lot K (as
designated by signs) is reserved for
faculty/staff at all times.
(c) lots A and H are reserved for faculty/staff Monday
through Friday from 7 a.m. to 9p.m.
If you have any questions, please
contact Student Court (372-296B) or
Parking Services.
AnortM Qtafnpttro
Student Court

Students overflow
Into faculty lots
In response to Michael McGlvern,
Raymond Hagle and Trina Becker, I
would like to comment on the prob-

lems that faculty and staff have in
parking on this campus. Our spots in
faculty lots are taken up many times
by students who don't care if they get
a ticket for parking in the wrong lot.
Monday mornings are especially bad
because students use faculty lots
(particularly lots A 4 G) during the
weekend and do not get up early
enough to move their cars before 8
am.
Many of us travel to schools during
the day and come back to the campus
at various times. Nothing Is more
frustrating than spending 20 minutes
or more driving around campus
looking for a parking space and then
biking halfway across campus to keep
an appointment or meet a class. Faculty would be happy to stop their
"overflow" into commuter lots if students would just stay out of our lots.
Choryl K. DWhom
Coordinator of FMd ExpartancM
CoJIprja at Education

PS. I thoroughly agree with you
about library parking. I avoid all
library work on Wednesday nights.

eventually merge

A lesson that any hitchhiker quickly
learns is the difficulty involved in the
attempt to delineate the boundry between one's journey and one's goal.
Often, the two merge inexorably into
one, as the education and experiences

COMMENTARY
by Thomas S. Edwards
gained on the road tend to assume as
at least as important a role as the
ultimate realization of one's destination.
A similar experience presents itself
to the undergraduate student. The
education and various experiences
acquired during the four-year process
of obtaining a bachelor's degree are
often of as great an importance as, if
not more than, the degree itself. The
goal and journey again merge into
one. The stakes involved here, however, are of a far greater importance
than that of a would-be Jack Kerouac.
In the early years, the student is
well-advised to attempt several different roads - not necessarily back
roads or country roads - but rather
those heading off in disparate directions in order to make this "Vermischung," this interbreeding of goal and
journey as varied and rewarding as
possible. Unfortunately, the question
of delineation becomes more pressing
as one progresses on. Just as the
hitchhiker must eventually narrow
down his choice of highways to those
that will eventually lead him to his
Mecca, so must the student eventaully realize that his choices assume
an essence of direction. They tend
toward higher, more specialized
forms, and eventually a career
choice. This direction that becomes
embodied within is frightening for
those students conscious enough to be
aware of it. I speak here not of those
complacent ones whose choices and
desires have been present since high
school, and whose journey down the
road becomes little more man a jaunt
down 1-60 with an occasional stop at
McDonalds for a Coke. The students
most pressed by these decisions are
those whose appetites and desires
have been somehow excited and stim-

ulated by the world that surrounds
and engulfs them, as well as by the
worlds that struggle and soar as the
Ohioan continues on his way, blissfully unaware of them.
It is the conscious student who can
draw immense pleasure from his recognition and appreciation (however
amateurish they may be) of Degas
and Seurat, Conrad and Homer, Grieg
and Tchaikovsky. It is he who possesses enough political and historical
consciousness to intelligently treat
Max Weber, Locke or Kant He is
undoubtedly freer, but ultimately the
responsiblity of how to apply this
freedom goes much deeper man how
to assemble a class schedule with no
class earlier than 10 a.m.
This intellectual awareness is a
challenge. The face becomes winddried and sunburnt, the notebooks
become frayed and stained with coffee. Is there any progress? It seems
as if each road leads to another, each
discovery increases dreams and desires rather than diminishes their
number. The question of delineation is
pushed further and further from the
foreground. What, then, is the answer? "To be surprised, to wonder, is
to begin to understand. This is the
sport, the luxury special to the intellectual man." (Ortega Y Gasset).
Thomas S. Edwards is a graduate
student In the department of German/Russian.
RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
forum for comments rearticles in The News or
it issues concerning the
University and its community.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
Hbflrms All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
IN University Hall

by Bates and Moore
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Committee studies computer use in classrooms
a piece of equipment," he said. "We
probably need 60 computers, but I
don't have $48,000. And that isn't even
Using computers in the classroom the price of software, just hardware.
may become a reality at all levels of
Beside the financial consideration,
education if the trend toward compu- Mayers also is concerned "by a lack
terization continues, Dr. Charles of interest in computers by teachers."
Mayers, director of curriculum in the
"Most school systems are having
Bowling Green school system, said the same problem," he said. "There
this week.
are a lot of people that are afraid of
"The computer is not a passing the doggone things."
phase; I do not believe it will fade
Eileen Winters, teacher of the Comaway in five or 10 years," he said, puter I and II classes at Bowling
adding that a computer committee Green High School, said she believes
recently has been formed.
most teachers are not enthusiastic
The function of the committee, he about computers in the classroom, yet
said, is to help decide how computers she attributed this to a lack of undershould be fully introduced into the standing and familiarity with the
schools.
computer.
Current state minimum standard
"We need a whole educational procrequirements mandate the schools to ess to help make teachers more familintroduce computers at the junior iar and comfortable with them," she
high level, Mayers said.
said.
Computers are being taught at the
senior high level in computer I and
WINTERS, who has taught comcomputer If classes, he said.
C'er programming at the school for
In an effort to meet these requirepast four years, said she believes
ments, Mayers and his committee their school system to be further
spent time observing other Northern ahead than most schools in the area of
Ohio schools computer facilities.
computer education.
"Our high school course is fine for
"I would eventually like somewhere
now, but what are we going to do for to teach a literacy class," she said.
the rest of them?" he said.
"My definition of literacy is somewhat different than others, this course
"WE EVENTUALLY want all our would involve the history and develgraduates to be computer literate," opment of the computer - the effect of
he said, adding that the decision to computers on society, and those kinds
computerize the school system re- of things."
quires a lot of time, research and
There are 64 students enrolled in the
money.
computer I class and 24 students
"We are on hold at this time," he enrolled in the computer II class, she
said, "yet we are going to make a said, adding there has been very
move soon as to what we will do."
positive feedback from the students
Mayers added that the move toward and their parents.
computerization will be expensive.
"I am interested in computers be"You must make sure you know cause that is where the future lies,"
what your objective is before you buy Jason Gray, a junior at Bowling
by Erin Eimont
»t»tf reporter

Green High School, said.
Another student, senior Jodi Schroeder said she is surprised at how
much she has learned in working with
the computers.
"My dad told me to take this class,"
she said. "I want to be a veterinarian,
and computers are getting more and
more use in medicine."
COLLEEN Reimer, a senior at
BGHS who tenatively is considering a
computer science major at the University, said, "It gives you a headstart in college."
Mayers said he believes "society
has moved along to the computer age
- and I suppose the schools will be
needed to aid in the education.
"I know of one school in Northwest
Ohio that will not hire teachers without being computer literate," be said.
He said teachers need not be computer programmers, yet they should
be familiar with the equipment.
"I'm going out to interview next
month, and you can be sure that is one
of the questions I will be asking," he
said.
Another problem Mayers cited is
that computer curriculum is a totally
new area with no established
guidelines to follow.
"Computers are an unknown area.
Nobody knows which is the best way,"
he said, adding "there will be changes
all the way down the line.
"This is new territory, and this is
the first time we've gotten into it," he
said. "That is the problem and the fun
of it.
"Computers in the classroom that's where it is going to happen as
far as the whole society Is concerned," he said. "We can't do everything, yet computers is something we
have to do."

BG News Photo/Jerry Catt.neo
High school students at Bowling Green High School are working on computer programs in Eileen Winters'
computer II class.

Say it in the Classifieds!
Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels

University Village

THE B.G.S.U. GOSPEL CHOIR

WE STILL HAVE APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR!

The 3rd Annual Festival of Choirs FEB. 25-27

PRESENTS

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
OFFICE HOURS
•Dependable maintenance
Mon-Fri 9-5
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid ' ■
Sat 9-12
Tenant pays electric only
$620 ea./semester
PHONE
•Summer rates available
352-0164

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S:: - '

FRIDAY - 5:30-10:OOp.m.: Pre Registration Fee $1.50
1ST FLOOR OF THE UNION
SATURDAY - 9:00a.m. - 4:00p.m. WORK
Shops - 3RD FLOOR UNION
7:00 - 11:00 p.m. - Concert, St. Thomas More
SUNDAY — FESTIVAL OF CHOIRS FELLOWSHIP
126 West Hall 11:00a.m.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 352-8943

I

JACKS
BAKERY

ALL BROWNIES
| BUY TWO GET ONE FREE
O

;*
X

«

one coupon per purchase
1448 E. WoostCt Si
Behind Finder's East
Hours M-F 8-10 Sai. A Sun. 9-10
PrwOTt trn coupon

354-1001

expires 2/26/83

u Cake* Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Baaels '

MICHIGAN SKI MADNESS

Thank You DOMINO'S Pizza!
For your

Alpha Gamma Delta
Winter '83 Formal
Patsy & Bob •
Katie & Brent
Leane & Scott
Karen & Bob
Claudia & David
Cathy & Roger
Carrie & Steve
Julie & Mark
Deb & Andy
Joan & Steve
Rebecca & Dave
Lisa & Phil
Pam & Jerry
Sue & John
Amy & Zak
Alanna & Thad
Kim & Kendall
Gail & Rich
Maureen & Mark
Jeanette & Tom
Christina & John
Patricia & Bob
Denise & Marc
Swan & Mike
Debbie & Craig
Vickie & Tom
Cheryl & Kevin

Mary Jo & Pat
Rose & Dave
Cher & Dave
Swope & Rodot
Twink & Lee Sr.
Sonny & Lee Jr.
Becky & Terry
Terri & Scott
Ellie & Scott
Eileen & John
Susie & Bill
Deb & Dave
Yvonne & Greg
Barb & Mark
Diana & John
Leanne & Scott
Natty & Greg
Judy & Scott
Sue & Scott
Sue & John
Janet & Racer X
Beth & Mike
Sue & Dan
Peggy & Jason
Mary & Eric
Kris & Vince
Denise & Mark
Denny & Joey

GO FOR IT SKIERS!

.!__

gerWfOUS contribution to the Jack White Pool Tournament

Tomorrow Night and Every

SATURDAY

"LADIES NIGHT"
*>

,*.. 43U4 JB-M

Ladies...Renee's Picks Up Your
Tab at the Door and...
Don't ForgetThere'sF"re«
All "NEW" Drink ! A
Specials Just for
i j. i
YOU, LadieS!

w

!
|

Vor ^iJS^E Guysj
Expires 2/26/83
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Campus Tour Guide
TRYOUTS
Mon., Feb. 28- Mon., March 7
10:30-11:30 & 1:30-2:30

TODAY
is the last day to call
In for appointments
Call 372-3086 or
com* In lo 110 McFall
(Admlulont Offko)
during Tour Guldo Astltlanl
Hours 10:30-12:00 or
1:30-3:30

It's A Touriffic Experience!

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom fum. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

B0GGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

Library honors Jerome
J. Dougla* Ournlck
reporter

Fifteen years after the
completion of the University library, it has been
formally named the William Travers Jerome Library.
William Travers Jerome
m became the sixth president of the University in
1963. His tenure ended in
1970 when he was succeeded by Dr. Hollis
Moore.
During Jerome'- tenure

r

Pizza Special

j Urge Pizza

5.00 «/«*•-

MflniMl rttm J tflty 75
Mi

I

Mark'
larks Pizza Pub
352-3551

Dr. John Erikson, pro- when Bowling Green was
founded in 1914 was housed
fessor of political science,
worked with Jerome dur- in the basement of the
ing the last two years of his Methodist church.
presidency.
James Robert Overman,
"He always gave me the dean emeritus In charge of
impression that he enjoyed the original collection
his role on campus. He saw knew the library would
his Job as a great chal- grow.
lenge. His great gift was
"Sine entire collection of
seeing the development of the library could be decampus from an aesthetic pleted by the students in
point of view," Erikson one hour... and it often
was."
said.
At the time of the liThe Jerome Library now
brary's inception Jerome houses more than 700,000
said he saw it as a founda- volumes, 375,000 governtion for the educational ment documents, 1 million
advancement of the Uni- microforms and 5,000 periodicals.
versity.
Jerome, 63, now a pro"THE LIBRARY is the
University's most exciting fessor of management at
The ground- Florida International UniI addition.
breaking is only the begin- versity, returned to Bowlning of new educational ing Green in 1962 after a 10avenues for the University, year absence and was
as Bowling Green prepares named an honorary alumto meet the challenges of nus by the University
the future," Jerome said Alumni Association.
when the library opened in
/ 1967.
Jerome is expected to
The original library return in fall 1983 when a
ceremony naming the library wul be given in his
honor.

the on-campus enrollment
grew from 8,200 to 13,600,
and the faculty doubled.
The library was the centerpiece of a period of
growth which saw 10 major
buildings constructed on
campus. Fireland's College, the University's first
permanent branch was
planned and constructed in
1968.
Jerome is remembered
by some faculty members
as a thoughtful man who
had a keen insight for the
future of the University.

Free Deln/sry

I

DELTA ZETA has received
the following Panhel awards:

tor in the future, but if so,
it's "likely that it would be
taken care of in the regular
nursing unit" while Clark
stays in his private room,
she said.
Although Clark's kidneys and lungs have improved, he is not strong
enough to walk without assistance.
Brillinger said Dr. William DeVries, the surgeon
who implanted the plastic
heart Dec. 2, told her Clark
described the move as
"terrific."
"I asked him (Clark)
how he liked the move,"
Brillinger said, "and he
nodded at the window and
smiled."
The retired Seattle-area
dentist still has trouble
speaking because of a tracheotomy tube in his
throat, she said.
Clark's second move to a
spacious private room with
a large picture, window
came on his 85th day with
the artificial heart.

Most outstanding chapter
Highest Pledge class average
Third highest chapter average
Dean's Scholarship Trophy
Nine 4.0 awards
Jackie Grihhons award
Mary Amatore
•Highest big/little award
Linda Scott & Dee Blaisdell
• All Greek WhoV Who
Mary Sue Anders
Much 4th at 8pm and Much 6th at Jpm
Kobacto Hall. Mooee Muafcal Am Center. BOSU
$1 Adult.. SI amoenli/Sawoe Citizen,

Boa Office hour, 10am - 2pm <rt*adar>
Phone. 17I-OI7I foe (utlhc inftxmMion

OMEGA

■

m

PARTY

WITUW >M*KI
■ULCOUI MeOOWf U

STADIUM CINEMA 1*2
STADtUM It AZA BOWIING GJKEN

SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
- Artificial heart patient
Barney Clark was moved
back to a private room
yesterday, nine days after
being returned to intensive
care with lung and kidney
problems, and he called
the change "terrific."
Anne Brillinger of the
University of Utah Medical
Center reported Clark's
doctors said he was "the
healthiest patient on the
acute-care unit and no
longer needs intensive
care therapy."
The 62-year-old Clark
spent two days in a private
room before being returned to intensive care
Feb. 15. He has been using
a respirator primarily at
night, and doctors say his
lungs now are strong
enough for him to breath
without it, Brillinger said.
She said Clark, who remains in fair condition, has
been particularly healthy
during the past five days.
He may need the respira-

•
•
•
•
•
•

WAY TO GO!

"HOW TOSUCCEED
WITH SEX"

Clark leaves
intensive care

*♦

Feb. 26, 1983
8:00 to ?

fH. W-OT4S

11 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
INCLUDING - BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR
— BEN KINGSLEY
BEST DIRECTOR
2ND BIG WEEK!
LIMITED SHOWTIMES
EVE. 7:30 PM
SAT. & SUN. MAT. 2:00

WHICH CHI—O HAS A CRUSH
ON YOU?
WHICH CH1-0 HAS
A CRUSH ON YOU

GANDHI
__ JKL
The con to on... piece your beta!

and CRUSH

CHI—O

(write names in appropriate blanks!)

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
Adjacent to Sterling Milk - Dexters • Dorsey Drugs
Model Apt. B-15 Open Weekdays! Saturdays 11-4
Otherwise by appointment

t.aBm.8

Rentals for 2-3-4 person

JACKIE GLEASON-MAC DAVIS TERIGARR
KARL MALDEti and OLIVER REED
pc
EVE. 7:30 & 9:30 PM
2ND BIG WEEK!
MAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00 & 4:00

CLA-ZEL

*
*
'
'
*

ALL SEATS
ANYTIME

9 or 12 month leases • individualized leases

Landlord pays heat and A/C - water & sewage
5 minute walk to Downtown - 2 minute walk to campus
Units are well insulated, soundproof • with deadbort locks
No car required - save on gas & car expense
No long walk in sub-zero and rainy weather

' Owned and managed by landlord
These are only a few of the
many good reasons for living at
Campus Manor!
Rates from 119.00 per person per month (4 person occupancy)
Special Summer Rale of $475 entire summer session

*\

352-9302

352-7365 evenings

f
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Supermarket shutdown brings sadness
by Mark Dl Vlnceazo
reporter

The countdown began
long ago when Ohio Citizens Bank bought out their
space - and ui only two
days -Centre Super Market, 201S. Main St., will be
gone.
As the old, steel shelves,
bins and freezer compartments become more and
more empty, the employees realize they are that
much closer to joining the
rest of Ohio's 12 percent
unemployed.
Mary Mills, a cashier,
turns around, glances at
the time clock and listens

space. On the back of some
of the shelving, paint curls
and chips away.The frozen
food and produce sections
look like they were cleaned
out by a pack of hungry
rats.
A young girl asks Karen
Guyer, head produce
clerk, "Are you guys
gonna have a big sale?"
Guyer says yes and points
to a crude sum which reads
'Reduced to Sell.' Most left
over food will be sent back
to Centre Super Markets in
the Toledo area, Guyer
says, as her voice trails

to it tick away, but she's
not eager for the moment
this Saturday when it reads 6 p.m., and the day's
sun disappears with her
job.
"I've been working here
for almost 15 years now,"
Mills says, "and I was hoping I'd be here till my
retirement, but that's not
going to happen, ya' know.
Believe it or not, I have a
few years left."
She laughs, but she's not
smiling. Her hands race
over the keys, pressing
buttons and pushing levers
on a 25-year-old cash register.

Mills says -another farewell to a loyal shopper.
"I'll miss 'em, every one of
'em. These customers
have become my friends.
It's sad to think I won't be
working here anymore, but
no promises were made
when I came, so now I'll
probably be waiting with
everyone else in the unemployment lines - I'll have
to/ya' know."
Today, Centre Super
Market barely resembles a
grocery store.
CEREAL BOXES, soup
cans, jelly jars ana most
other foods are scarce and
spread out, stacked side by
"Ill see you, Lola," side in an attempt to fill

"I remember when people fought to get through

Valve malfunctions,
turns Towers steamy
Many Offenhauer residents said they believed a
fire had started early yesterday morning - on the
lower floor of the residence
hall.
Steam, which enveloped
the Towers, poured outside
the buildings from the East
boiler room from 1:30-2:10
a.m. Dozens of students
rushed into the lobby and
others outside for a better
view. Police and firefighters soon arrived on the
scene.
"Pressure built up to a
point where the steam release valve activated,"

Sgt. Kochheiser of the
Bowling Green Fire Department, said. "This is a
safety device, but it sure
scares the residents."
Night guard Robert
Richardson said he was
alarmed by a loud "pop"
he heard come from within
the boiler room. He said he
then awoke complex coordinator Mary Beth Vahala
who contacted Campus
Safety and Security. They
in turn called the fire department.
Because of heat build-up,
the second floor was evacuated.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Preferred Properties Co.

335 High St. ■ Rental Office Phone 352-9378
located at New Chtrrywood Heilth Hot

-

Apartment Complexes
9:00 ■ 4:30 Monday ■ Friday
Hoven House- '535/mo.
Piedmonl-8th & High St.- '375/mo.
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St - '4007mo
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Small Bldqj.-Monville between 6th & 7th St - '350/mo

HOUSES

Features:

2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Raaldants pay only lighta
Lota of closet apace
Ivjbath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
CablevisKxi available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

CKftlYWOM HEIITH SF1
Complwt. (ocilitisn lof m«n ond womtn
•Hydro Spa Whirlpool
-Indoor H-otod Pool
•MctotSouna
*Sun lomp*
"Showwr MOMOQ*
•Nerwly Built
•Com plot* Evvfctt* Equipment

WELCOMES
IT'S

HEALTH SPA

'Profeaaionalty qualified instructor, and etaff
• Outalde Recreation
'Lounge/Snack Bar

Only $375.00/month
Ph.* 352-9378
Rental Office: 835 High St.

SOCIETY

It's Just Right For Your Student Budget!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
EARLY BIRD DINNER SPECIALS
Monday-Thursday from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
TOSSED SALAD

PUMPKIN BREAD

i POTATO OR VEGETABLE

DESSERT OF THE DAY
ROLLS& BUTTER

CHOICE OF:
•Fried Chicken
•Chopped Sirloin
•Barbequed Short Ribs
•Sausage & Sauerkraut
•Liver
Good Tarn
March 1,1983

•3 Egg Omelette
•Stuffed Shrimp
•Fried Shrimp
•Hawaiian Ham
•Broiled Pork Chops

•FRESH FJSH OR.SPEC I\L OF THE DAY
t

6 $4.95

1(3 S. Main Si.
Ph.: 352-2595

■eta

■»*-

CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS

Newlove Management
336 S. Main St.
352-5620

BGSU ANTI—LITTER LOGO
CONTEST
GUIDELINES .

1. The contestant must be a registered undergraduate student at
BGSU.
2. The art must be submitted on 8 1/2 x 11" paper and should
include a short slogan or name to reinforce proper waste
disposal.
3. The entry must be rendered in black on white.
4. It must relate to BGSU.
5. The entry must be protected by a tissue overlay.
6. It must be simple - easy to reproduce.
7. The entry must be unique -- creative.

CRITERIA FOR JUDGING

Greyhound Is going your way with trouble-free, economical
service). You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations.
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room for
canyon bags.
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound.

PROCEDURES

FROM CAMPUS:
taxing Gman SMt UrMraty

1. Pick up application form at the Center for Environmental
Programs, 124 Hayes Hall as soon as possible.
2. Submit art with application by 5:00 p.m., March 14. NO
EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE.
3. Winning awards become the property of BGSU
AWARDS:

Education Awarencie Coordinator
372 0207

Env ^onm n, l Pn

'

• •

"m-

Byre

124 H,v

"

Martha Friable, Interior Designer

The contestants who create the three top designs as selected by Judges
will receive a T-shirt printed with the winning logo.

Lv
AT
AT

DMM

JUDGES:
George Postich, Vice President, Business
Operations
AdeBa M. Peters, Director, Center for
Environmental Programs
Tom Davenport, Associate Professor,
School of Art

1st Place - $75
2nd Place - $25
3rd Place - $15

"Just how long has Barry been waiting for his ride?"

a more
dependable way to get there.

The logo should...
1. Encourage change in behavior. It should remind students to
place disposables In receptacles and to recycle aluminum
cans, glass Jars and newsprint.
2. Promote Individual responsibility for personal and campus
environment.
3. Persuade by communicating the message directly.

Any qiMrtton. call Jufline Magilg

Geoff Hauch

onmraM

Complete FacHHIea for men and women
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
•Indoor Heated Pool
•Metoa Sauna
'Sun Lamp.
•Shower Massage
'Newly Built
•Complete Exeratee Equipment

u

• 649 Sixth-New living room furniture. Free
air conditioning
"» 801 Fifth-Free Cable TV & new wallpaper
• 309 High-Free Cable TV. Very close to campus'
• 824 Sixth-Reasonable Rents
• 810-815 Fourth-lBdrm. Free air conditioning
• 228 S. College 1 or 2 Bdrms. Laundry room
on premise

Byron Horter
John Loveless

Outstanding Pledge

I0W LEASUM FM StfUMH I Nil 1983
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carp^ed
•Food Waste Disposal*Bath and 14?
•Qas Heat-Landlord Pay*
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Qas Range-Landlord Pays
•••RESIDENT PAY8 ELECTRIC (light only)"*
•SPECIAL FEATUHES*
•CaWevlslon Available •Ratios and Balconies
'Large Closet Spaoe 'Soundproofing
•flor 12 Month Lease "Plenty of Ample Parking
•Laundry Facilities in Buildings

AMERICAN
CANCER

WE HAVE 1 & 2 Bdrm apartments
that have free heat, water, sewer
& some locations have free cable
TV and Air Conditioning.

New Pledges:
CONGRATULATIONS

Open fct-F 9-4:30

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA

LET US WORRY
ABOUT
THE HEAT BILLS!

Proudly Announces
H's Now Actives:

AND

An old man enters the
store, stands and stares,
and then without speaking,
quietly leaves. He does ev
erything but take off his
hat ana salute.
"I've shopped here for 15
years," a customer says,
"and in all that time, it
wasn't what you bought
here that counted. It just
mattered that you were
here."

Must have at least one semester
in UAO
Turn applications in to the UAO office

Other Rentals
Hon..., efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished a Unfurnished

Peter Brown
Pat Kenney
Geoff Hauch
Dan Stafford
Mike Mitchell

"I've seen young kids
come in with their folks."
Guyer says, "and it would
seem like over night they
(the children) would be
bringing their own young
ones in. There'll be people
111 probably never see
again, especially the older
people. I don't know most
of their names, but I'll sure
miss their faces."

DUE TODAY
by 5:00

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA

BETA THETA PI

Tears soon fill Guyer's
eyes, but she somehow
holds them back. "I've
done every job there is to
do here," she says, "it's so
hard to believe I'm done
now."

DIRECTOR
— AT —
LARGE
APPLICATIONS

• Prol«»nonolly qualified Inttrwclof• ond •toff

S^T/^C
^^

these aisles and all these
shelves were Jampacked," Guyer says. "I
was here the day we
opened. 25 years ago.
when this places closes, a
part of me will be gone,

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. /31 HIGH ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.

Pules rapid Station (W 150th)
Qwsswl -frtytaundTermlnal
Mattaiiaym
TO CAMPUS:
MaJferHgM
Caws**-Greyhound Tern**

4:15p
&35e

nop

At
Ar

ttOe
MQp

lv
lv

415c

BMM

MS.

Puntas rapid Sns»»(W 150th)
Qjfa

ta«lng Green SB* UrMraty

lv
Ar

5:50p
H0p

BUM a) sane Fitted «tt Swsiye m SOwi atom

anapt Mliky. aura eeek. and
!>m«»a|»^aitti-|^r»au<"«»anloMaOey«riaeimFtottaW»''i't"«'»P»P»^
Misesej arenoed ajaa to ■»» n—aima naUdma
For omaeMt datr save* M oarnpaM MsmetOv cal 353 - 5W2.

rss:

•Ml

All who enter will be notified of the award winners by April 6
Fundi for lh» activity haw been provided by the Ohio Office of Later Control

^^^^^

• <•ttOatyNM.JUm.hc
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College students 'guinea pips'

Volunteers paid to test flu drug
The manufacturer, a Los
Angeles-based company
called Viratek, hopes to
market the drug in hospitals and nursing homes to
fight flu in high-risk patients. The drug first must
be approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.
There's no shortage of
Brespective volunteers in
le Cincinnati area, where
flu outbreaks in the past
few weeks have closed several schools. Schiff noted
most of the UC volunteers
merely want to be taken
care of as they cough,
wheeze and shiver.
"The main impetus for

CINCINNATI (AP) - Medical researchers have given
flu-stricken college students a way to make
money off their illness.
University of Cincinnati
students are getting paid
$25 a day plus free hospital-sty le care as volunteers
in a study of an experimental drug that may help
fight influenza.
Dr. Glen Schiff, director
of Christ Hospital's Institute of Medical Research,
said the students are receiving a drug called ribavirin that evidently can
prevent a wide variety of
viruses from reproducing
in humans.

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
825 THIRD: ONE BEDROOMS FROM
$260 PER MONTH.
841 EIGHTH AND 755 MANVILLE:
TWO BEDROOMS FROM $230 PER
MONTH.
NEW CARPET AND NEW FURNITURE
IS YOUR OPTION.
GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY OUR
MODEL AT 755 MANVILLE ANYTIME
BETWEEN 11:00 AND 7:00 ON
WEEKDAYS. SATURDAYS 10:00 TO
5:00.

them is to just get some
care," he said.
Ron Timblin, a third-year
UC student from Kent, figured the medical study
could help him keep the flu
to himself.
., my room"THIS WAY.
ing tthe flu,"
mate isn't getting
Timblin said. "The rest of
the floor isn't getting it
Besides, it was obvious I
wasn't going to make it to
my classes.
About a dozen students
have sought temporary
refuge in the university's
former infirmary in exchange for taking the expert mental drug.
Volunteers are referred by
doctors at the student
health center.
Most volunteers stay for
three days and are paid an
extra $20 to return for a
follow-up examination.
Doctors monitor the students for side effects from
taking the drug, which despite its experimental nature, didn't seem to scare
the volunteers.
"I figured that if it was

r

Viratek hopes to market
the drug to fight off flu
symptoms and prevent
complications in high-risk
patients.

Also, most of Ohio's major cities were hit with
greater percentage increases in utility costs last
year than cities of comparable size in neighboring
states.
Consumers' Counsel William Spratley said the
comparison by his staff
counters past company
claims that utility rates

are a bargain in Ohio.
"That's simolv not true.
These facts show that," he
said.
Average costs for natural gas, electricity and
telephone service as of
Dec. 31 were compared in
the 14 largest cities in
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan and Pennsylvania.

$144.80.
COLUMBUS WAS third
highest at $138.86. followed
by Dayton at $134.06. Columbus consumers who
pay a special small-use
rate offered by the Columbus and Southern Ohio
Electric Co. were fourth at
$131.83, followed by Akron
residents at $131.92.

The highest rates were
recorded in Philadelphia,
where average monthly
utility bills cost consumers
$159.42.

"The fact of the matter
is if you're a residential
consumer it's more expensive to live in Ohio in a
major city than these surrounding areas," Spratley
said.

But Toledoans paid the
second-highest amount in
the five-state region at

He said Ohio's higher
costs are due to the large

. . .from page one
between students today
and students years ago is
that "students today are
under much more pressure
with grades than when I
first went to school," Goodwin said.
"I came back to school
because I wanted to keep
learning," Nana Stauffer,

a Social Security worker
and part-time student,
said. "As long as I can
learn, I intend to, even if
I'm 90-y ears-old."
Stauffer denied the idea
that there is a time when a
person is too old to learn.
"I think I understand the
material as well as the
other students. You don't
have to be a certain age to
learn," she said. Stauffer
is carrying a 4.0 grade
point average.
PEOPLE OVER 60 have
the opportunity to audit

Meadowview Court
Apartments
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

The most interesting
class Ragan said she has
taken is human sexuality.

Choose from over 25 mini-courses including Mixology,
Knitting, CPR, First Aid, Bike maintenance and Many More

Sign Up NOW!
Payment due upon sign up - Call 2-2343 for more Info

HOCKEY: The Falcons will host a 1st round, two game
total goals series on March 4 & 5 against an opponent to be
named later. Game time is 7:30 p.m. each night in the Ice
Arena. The BGSU ALL-SPORTS PASS IS NOT VALID FOR POST-SEASON
PLAYOFFS.
TICKETS: CCHA Playoff Tickets will go on sale Monday,
Fob. 28 at 9:00 a.m. in the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.
General Admission tickets are $4.00 for adults and $2.00 for
students. Reserved seat tickets are also available at $5.00 each.

Dr. Yosef Ben-Yochnnan

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

•African Anthropologist
•Educator
•Author and Scholar

BASKETBALL: The Falcons have clinched the home court
advantage but the opponent and the date of the game are still
in question. If the team finishes in 1st place, the game will
be played on Thursday, March 10. If they finish in 2nd place, the
game will be played on Tuesday, March B. THE BGSU ALL-SPORTS PASS
IS NOT VALID FOR POST-SEASON PLAYOFFS.

"Christianity and African History"

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished$20O-unfurnished
all utilities included seperate bedroom
HMMI

"I'd recommend this
program to any elderly
people." she said. "It
doesn't allow them to sit
back and become old.
"It keeps you active and
it stimulates your mind. It
helps get me out into the
fresh air."

BLACK STUDENT UNION IPLAYOFF TICKET INFORMATION

$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

fm iMiabnhip » QmrfmM

Martha Ragan, a retired
nurse, has participated in
the SAGE program for
three years.

Fab. 28th - March 18th
UAO Office: 3rd Floor Union 9-5 pm

presents

•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry
facilities "drapes • carpet*party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furmsned $250-unfurnished

classes free of charge
through the Senior Adult
Grants for Education Program (SAGE). This program was initiated by the
Ohio Legislature in 1976.
SAGE coordinator at the
University, Gwen Boylan,
said this program has
gained popularity.
"We have seen an 80
percent increase in participants (over last year).
They have a positive feeling about the treatment
they have received from
the students and faculty,"
she said.

Mini-Course Registration

•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning
• $530 per month
352-7454

354-3951

number of rate cases filed
by utilities, the rate-making formula and the quality
of regulation by the Public
Utilities Commission of
Ohio.
At least two of those factors have recently been
changed. A new state law
blocked utilities from filing
more than one non-emergency rate increase request at a time. It also
increased the size of the
PUCO from three to five
members and changed the
appointment process.
Average costs for the 14|
cities was pegged at
$128.88. The comparison
covered cities of at least
170,000 population.

Student

818-822 Second St.

m«>Ki:i{\<;KA MAWI.IMINI

Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

HOWEVER, even if proven effective, ribavirin
Erobably would not be used
y most people because of
the treatment method,
Schiff said. The drug sometimes produces undesirable side effects when taken
as a pill or intravenous
shot, so it must be
breathed through an aerosol machine mask for four
to six hours at a time.

COLUMBUS (AP) When it comes to paying
utility bills, Ohioans turn
over more of their money
than residents of surrounding states, a Consumers'
Counsel survey of big dry
rates showed yesterday.

BG
APARTMENTS

Nonemati Real Estate Company

214 Napoleon Roid

dangerous, they would be
paying a lot more than $25
a day?' William Marcotte,
a sophomore from Los Angeles, said.
Several medical centers
across the country are testing ribavirin. Fortune
magazine reported last
year that many patients in
Texas tests showed significant improvements in flu
svmptoms one day after
the drug was administered.

Ohioans' utility rates high

Spt indwM m\mm

8 p.m. Tuesday, March 1
220 Math-Science

TICKETS: MAC Playoff tickets will go on sale Monday,
Feb. 28 at 9:00 a.m. in the Memorial Hall Ticket Office. General
Admission tickets are $4.00 for adults and $2.00 for students.
Reserved seat tickets ore also available ot $7,$6 and $5.00.

BSU without you is BSl

DIRECTOR
APPLICATIONS

Let

NOW AVAILABLE

Save Your Sanity!

Must have at least one semester of
UAO experience
Applications due by 5:00 Wednesday, March 9
in UAO office

It's net too lateCall 372-2343

I

SIDE DOOR ENTERTAINMENT
PRESENTS
Mary Martin and the 2Kb Street Tana Band
Friday and Saturday
Feb.Sand26

tern to Hun
Sidedoor,Union

I
,

ADMISSION $1.50

W
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The 'Cup Story' continues as BG icers meet OSCI
by Tom Hlaek
assistant sports editor

Now just wait one minute, hockey
fans!
It had seemed that everything was
all neat and tidy last weekend after
the Falcon icers swept Miami and
captured the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association Championship.
With Ohio State and Michigan «ate
splitting their respective series, BG
was assured of the outright
championship.
With the title, BG retained the
MacNaughton Cup, symbolic of CCHA
supremacy, but the cup story does not
end there. The Ohio Cup - symbolic of
supremacy among Ohio's three

hockey teams (BG, Ohio State and
Miami) has been created. With another possible cup to add to the Ice
Arena trophy case, the Ohio Cup will
be on the One as the Falcon icers face
OSU in a split series.
THE IDEA was the brainchild of a
wealthy Columbus businessman, who
decided to create a trophy which
would be awarded to the team which
had the best record against its two
other Ohio foes.
Both BG and OSU have identical 41-1 records among their Ohio opponents. To capture the Ohio Cup, the
Falcons need to at least a win and a
tie in this weekend's two-game series.
Otherwise, OSU would take the honors - benefiting from a J-3 tie in

Bowling Green and a 5-3 victory in
Columbus last November.
Tonight's game will be at the OSU
Ice Rink, while the two squads will
return to Bowling Green for Saturday
night's 7:30 p.m.contest at the Ice
Arena which is completely sold-out. It
is the final weekend of league play
before the CCHA quarter-finals begin
next week.
FALCON COACH Jerry York and
his icers are probably breathing a
deep sigh of relief, knowing the league
title isn't on the line. OSU has been a
stingypest this season, shutting down
the CCHA's top scoring machine. Incidentally, OSU is the only CCHA team
the Falcons have not beaten this season.

| their hockey program will be
"We are natural rivals and both
squads really look forward to playing
I next year, handed the Bucks
against each other," York said. ''Af- a 6-3 loss last Friday night which
ter a couple of days celebrating the ended any championship dreams.
"Friday night was our worst menchampionship, we will get excited
about playing Ohio State. We want to tal effort in two months. A lot of it was
play well against Ohio State to carry because we were very uptight and
momentum into the playoffs."
tense. We were so wrapped up in
Simply put, OSU has had a banner trying to do well that we did the exact
year - after finishing tenth in the opposite," OSU coach Jerry Welsh
CCHA last year with a 10-17-1 mark the Bucks have rebounded with a 20-6"I think when you get a combina4 mark (23-6-5 overall). Before com- tion of calls not being made and teams
ing into last weekend's series with like that (Notre Dame) which hook,
Notre Dame, OSU was in the midst of grab and pull all the time, the odds
a nine-game winning streak and 11- are stacked against us and our people
get frustrated easily."
game unbeaten streak.
OSU BRINGS a high scoring ofBUT THE Fighting Irish, who have
been on a winning rampage since fense along with a very stingy defense

into the weekend series. Offensively,
the Bucks have five players with over
30 points, led by winger Andy
Browne's 71 points. Browne, with 33
goals, trails BG's Brian Hills by only
one goal in the race to set the CCHA
mark for most goals in a season.
Between the nets, OSU goalie John
Dougan, picked up his 18th win last
week against ND. He sports an impressive 2.79 goals-against-average,
and should give the potent Falcon
offense a workout.
On the Falcon front, Hills needs
eight points this weekend to become
BG's all-time leading scorer. His 34
goals and 79 total points in CCHA
contests this year are both new conference records.

BG cagers try to clinch MAC title tie vs. OU\
Bowling Green can clinch a tie for
the Mid-American Conference regular season title with a win over Ohio
University, tomorrow at 3 p.m., in
Anderson Arena.
The Falcons, fresh off an 80-54
thrashing of Western Michigan on
Wednesday, hold a slim one-game
edge over the Bobcats, who also rolled
to an easy MAC victory Wednesday
night. BG is 12-3 in the MAC, while OU
- an 87-63 winner over Central Michigan in its last outing - is 11-4. The
Falcons own a 17-7 overall mark, and
the Bobcats are 1M.
Earlier this season, BG scored a
surprisingly easy 72-55 win over OU
on the Bobcats' homecourt in Athens.
. .in. v»imi>cj\ oi tomorrows game
will gain the upper hand in jockeying
for position in the MAC's post-season
tournament. The conference's regular season winner gets a bye in the
first round of the seven-team tourney,

and hosts the semi-finals and finals on
its homecourt.
If BG and OU should tie for the
regular season crown, tomorrow's
game takes on even more importance. The first tie-breaker to determine who gets the bye in the
tournament is head-to-head competition, according to BG sports information director Allan Chamberlin.
Thus, if the Falcons defeat OU and
still tie for the title after next week's
games, they still would get the bye
and the homecourt advantage in the
tourney by virtue of two wins over the
Bobcats in head-to-head competition.
ON THE other hand, the league
must go to a second tie-breaker if OU
wins tomorrow and the two teams
subsequently tie for the title.
"It's (the second tie-breaker) how
you did against each team starting at
the top," Chamberlin said. "For instance, if us and OU tie for the title

and each team owns one win over the
other, the tie-breaker would be what
each team did against the third place
team, the fourth place team, and so on
until it's decided. If Miami finishes
third, we would win out (because OU
has lost the Redskins and the Falcons
have beaten them twice): if Northern
finishes third, we would lose out (because OU has defeated the Huskies
twice and BG has lost to them twice);
if Toledo finishes third, we may lose
out because we split with them and
OU still has to play them once."
LIKEWISE, the Falcons could lose
out if Ball State finishes third. Though
BG has beaten the Cardinals once, OU
has already beaten them twice. The
Falcons host BSU in the final game of
the regular season, next Saturday, in
Anderson Arena.
Miami currently is in third place in
the MAC with a WS conference record,
followed by Ball State (8-7), Toledo (7-

8), Northern (7-8) and Kent State (78). Both OU and BG own a pair of
victories over Kent.
Eastern Michigan, an upset winner
over Miami in Oxford last Wednesday, still has a shot at qualifying for
the post-season tourney. The Hurons
are 6-9 in the league, while Central
Michigan (5-10) and Western (3-12)
bottom out the MAC standings.
The Bobcats are expected to start 6foot-5 Eddie Hicks and 6-7 Vic Alexander at forwards tomorrow, with Eric
Hilton and Jeff Thomas at the guard
spots and 6-8 John Devereaux at center. Devereaux, who leads OU in
scoring (13.3 points per game), rebounding (9.6 a game) and blocked
shots (75), is one of the best big men in
the conference.
The Falcons will counter with the
usual starting five of David Greer,
David Jenkins, Colin Irish, Keith Taylor and Bill Faine.

Falcon women 5 seek to stay in contention for a MAC
Tourney bid with a win over Ohio University tomorrow
Bowling Green and Ohio University
bring two basically different schemes
of play into Anderson Arena tomorrow to accomplish one major goal the post-season tournament.

meanwhile, stands seventh in the
team offense category with a 67.0 ppg.
3>. The Bobcats do not pride themves on their defense as they currently occupy the ninth spot in the
MAC, giving up 74.1 ppg.

The 12:30 p.m. contest between the
two women's basketball teams will
display an offensively-minded Bobcat
attack against a Falcon squad that is
third in the Mid-American Conference
in defense.

CMU will be looking to avenge their
first MAC loss of the season handed
down by the Falcons in Anderson
Arena, earlier this season.

The result - however, it may turn
out - will give the winner sole possession of fourth place in the MAC, as
both clubs are currently tied for that
spot, with just two more games remaining.
FOURTH PLACE is the magic
number in the conference, as only
those four teams will battle it out in
the post-season MAC Tournament.
OU (94 in the MAC) is number four
in the league in team offense with a
72.0 points per game average. BG
(also with a 9-6 conference mark),

Since that tremendous victory over
the Chippawas, BG has won five of
their last seven outings, while CMU
has dropped from first to third place
in »h* conference.
Leading OU's offensive attack is
Caroline Mast, a 5-foot-ll freshman
who had 26 points and 23 rebounds
against BG in a 74-66 drubbing of the
Falcons earlier in the season. Mast is
second in the MAC in scoring with a
17.2 ppg average and a league-leading
rebound mark of 12.3.
Bobcat Johnnie Henderson has also
been a dominate force for OU this
season with a 13.6 ppg average and a
9.2 rebound mark.

THE FALCONS are led by Cary
McGehee and Chris Turtle with 13.1
and 13.0 ppg averages, respectivly.
BG's Deanne Knoblauch brings a
MAC-leading 6.7 assist per game average into tomorrow's contest, 1.3
assists per game more than second
place OU teammate Marti Heckman.
BG is coming off a big win over a
Western Michigan squad still search-

ing for their first conference victory,
last Wednesday, 53-41. But the Falcons suffered a disappointing loss to
first place Miami last Saturday, in
Anderson Arena.
A win for tne Falcons will not,
however, put them on easy street with
the arrows pointing toward post-season play, as they must face third
place Central Michigan next week.

Bowling Groan's Ken Wsddall (21) and Paul Abondroth (43)
IMP ovor some Western Michigan players lor a rebound
during action earlier this season at Anderson Arena.

BG News Photo/
Patrick Sandor

Dooley says Walker was mislead by USFL
ATLANTA (AP) - Georgia Coach
Vince Dooley said Heisman Trophy
winner Herschel Walker had little
guidance from those closest to him
and did not really do what he wanted
by signing the most lucrative contract
in pro football history.
Walker, a three-time all-American
tailback who would have been a senior next season, signed last Wednesday with the New Jersey Generals of
the United States Football League for
a reported $5 million over three years.
The contract was signed just hours

after the University of Georgia declared him ineligible.
The signing of the 20-year-old
Walker by the fledgling league infuriated college coaches and the rival
National Football League and upset
Dooley, who returned immediately
from a Colorado speaking engagement to Athens, Ga., Wednesday
And USFL Commissioner Chet Simmons issued a statement in New York
on Thursday saying the league initially was approached by Walker's

attorney, Jack Manton, about playing
in the league. Then Walker personally
contacted the league himself, reiterating his desire to play in 1983, the
statement said.
Dooley said Thursday he was upset
with Walker and was convinced his
former star tailback didn't receive
guidance from those closest to him
when it was needed most.
"A lot of you have said Herschel
lied to me. Yes, he did, but my children have lied to me about some very

WBwilim't

SUB-ME-QUICK

FLORA BLOCH
ETHNIC ARTS AWARD

DAILY HAPPY HOURS
5-9 p.m.

BUD.MILLER. MICH, OL Mil

LITE,

I
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important things. Yes, I'm mad and
I'm hurt that he lied. But those things
happen and it doesn't stop you from
loving them," Dooley tola a group of
reporters in an athletic dormitory
classroom.
Walker completed his three-year
career at Georgia with 5,259 yards,
only 823 shy of the NCAA-career standard held by Tony Dorsett. He led the
Bulldogs to a 33-3 record, including
the school's only national
championship, in 1980.

$2 OFF
Any large pizza
with TWO or more items

THURSDAYS
Hifibility: Full-unit imdersraluatt mute* n BUSU. In good
■undo*, who ku ampkudoae quintr of Hudy
Md it enrolled in of nM Ukco one tUHUC oriented
tourx of study
Dtscrieuor. Ew> tppuani ihnll submit in ethnic orknud folk trt
project from any uumedium. Project, at the discretion
of UK selection committee, remains ihtiwouati of tne
Unimuiy. Srttjrin Deaaiac: April 4, im

ALL DAY-ALL NITE
50* TACOS

one of these pens
isthinenough
to draw the line oelow.
The newest innovation in writing Is tne Pilo
Precise rolling ball pen. It writes extra thin
and extra smooth because of Its micro ball
and needle-like stainless steel collar. A
unique pen at a uniquely
afrbi
Only

Monday - Friday
8:00-5:00

Saturday
9:00-5:00

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES AS POSTED

FRIDAYS

GARLIC BREAD 50'

143 E. Wooster

Life Style
Surplus
'YourM*A*S*H
Connection'
•Fatigue Pants
•Camo Shirts and Pants
•Khaki Pants

Miscellaneous Military Paraphernalia

Open: 10-5:30
904 E. Wooster

Voted Best Pizza In B.G.

352-GOOD

Wool Pants and
Scrub Suits

University Bookstore
Student Services Building°
Hours:

|05* Free Delivery

Mon.-Sat.
Next to T.O.'s

THE BASHED
POTATO
is
COMING ....
GET THEM SOON
AT

BASH RIPROCK'S
128 W. WOOSTER

I
I
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Lectures by media experts planned
during Mass Communications Week

Comical opera has man
belting out a lot of blues
"Ths Merry Wives of Windsor," a comic opera about marriage, romance and deception by
the 19th century composer Otto Nichoisi, wi be presented at 8 p.m. Friday (March 4) and 3
p.m. Sunday (March 6) In Kobecker Hal of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Baaed on the roMcklng Shakespearean play of the same name, the opera of domestic
Intrigue follows the misadventures of Sir John Falstaff who to "taught a lesson" for sending
crude love letters to married women by Mrs Ford and her friend Mrs. Page.
The ladles delight in arranging a series of rendezvous with Fatotaff, each of which to
Interrupted, forcing Sir John to extricate himself in humiliating ways, amoung them being
stuffed in a basket of dirty laundry, dumped in the Thames River, disguised in women's clothing
and beaten by an angry husband.
The production, to be sung In English win be conducted by Qrzegorz Nowak, director of
University choral activities and directed by Philp Smith Ewart, director of opera and musical
theater at Ball State University.
Tickets can be purchased between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. weekdays at the box office in the
Music Center or by calling the 24-hour ticket hotline at 372-0171.
Ticket prices are $3 for students and senior citizens and SS for others.

A five-day program of activities featuring
more than 50 professionals from the
newspaper, public relations, magazine,
prwtojournassm and broadcasting fields wi
be held Monday through Friday (March 7-11)
at the University.
Entitled Mass Communications Week, the
annual event wi feature more than 30
lectures and panel discussions. Al of the
programs are open to the pubsc and, with the
exception of two dinners, aJ are free.
Highlighting the week wi be the 12th
annual Grove Patterson Address to be given
this year by George Esper, special
correspondent for the Associated Press.
Esper wM speak at a 7 p.m. banquet at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn, 1550 E. Wooeter
St.
Sponsored by "The Toledo Blade," the
lecture and banquet to named In honor of the
former Blade edKor. Tickets for the banquet
are $9 for students and $11 for the general
pub»c and may be purchased at the School of
Joumaiam office, 104 University Hal.
Esper has been an AP newsman since
1958. He graduated from Weat Virginia
University In 1953 and worked for the
"Unlontown Morning Herald" m Western
Pennsylvania and "The Pittsburgh Press"
before joining the AP's Pittsburgh Bureau In
1968.
Esper spent 10 years covering the war In
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos and waa the
Saigon bureau chief from 1973 until the fat of
South Vietnam on Apr! 30, 1975.
Currently, Esper traveto throughout the
United States and abroad, writing features
and spot news stones.
Mass Communication Week wi begin
Monday (March 7). Tha foBowing Is a
complete schedule of events. All events wi
take place In the Ohio Suite on the third floor
of
the University Urtonj^njess^therwtoe
toted
TiutaroBMii
m
noted.
I.KJWU.

MONDAY (MARCH 7)-NEWS-EDITORIAL
DAY
-Newspaper experts In the fields of
education, industry and sports wi present s
panel on "How to Cover Strikes" at 9:30 a.m.
Panel members include Mary Damernier of
"The Lake County News-Herald." Tom
Petzkiger of "The Wal Street Journal," and
Terry Goodman of "The LoraJn Journal."
-Lisa Bowers, a 1982 graduate of the
University and a feature writer for "The Lima
News" wi discuss "Writing the Feature
Story" at 11:30 a.m.
•-"Copyedlting: Where the Jobs Are" Is
tha topic for a panel dtocusslon planned at
12:30 p.m. Panel members wi Include three
copyedttors. Kathy Col of "The Ypstentt
Press," Yamck Rice of "Tha Toledo Blade,"
and Fatth Marshaus of "The Dayton Daly
-At 1:30 p.m., "Minorities In the Press"
wi be discussed by Ben Johnson and Sue
Watson of "The Detroit Free Press." and
Witom Brower of "The Toledo Btode."
-Dave Lewandowskl of the "Etyrta
Chronicle-Telegraph," Jaffk Carle of The
Defy Sentinel-Tribune" and Terry Goodman
of 'The Loraki Journal" wi dtocuss the topic
of legitimate lobs In sports at 2:30 p.m.
-At 3:30 p.m. Witom Woeetendtek,
edttortol director of "The Cleveland PWn
Deetor,"wi dtocuss "Putting the Reader
First"
--Assoctoted Press Special
Correspondent George Esper wi give the
annual Grove Patterson Address at a 7 p.m.
dinner at the Bowing Green HoSday Inn.
TUESDAY (MARCH 8>-PHOTOGRAPY AND
MAGAZINE DAY
-Joe Darwal and Joe Glck. staff
photographers for the Cleveland Sun
newspaper chain, wi dtocuss their work at
.
9:30
a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Student rights on campus
topic of panel discussion Landing a good job may depend
on the way a person dresses

Seminars on student rights, the "Solomon
Amendment," and the status of women and
minorities on campus wi be held by the
Human Relations Committee at various times
during the spring semester.
Al events are free and open to the pubsc.
The first of these seminars focusing on
students rights and responsibilities,
perttcularty as they pertain to proposed
changes in the student code, wi be nek) at

Get "Sun-Kissed tt
"Sal Into Summer" to the theme for several
programs being sponsored during the months
of March and April by the department of
Residence Ufa.
The first of these programs "Show Us
Your ID," featuring an extravaganza of
activities including body building, style
shows, make-up seminars and others wi be
held in various residence hate on Wednesday
(March 2). Details and times for these
programs wi be available m the residence
Beech bums, bathing beauties, sand
castles and summer-time contests are only a
part of the acttvitJee planned for a "Get SunKtosed at the Rec Center" night to be held
from 7-11 p.m. Wednesday (March 9) at the
Center.
The event is free and open to al and is
being co-sponsored by the Student Rec
Center Program Board.
Entertainment for the evening wi be
provided by the University Swan Club and the
■nasals from the Mr. BGSU Physique
Contest. There also wi be relay races, and
osier events including aerobic dancing,
trtobee golf, anorkesng demonstrations,
water games and a kissing booth.
Winners of games and participants In
various acttvlttos wi be eigtoie for raffle
tickets toward a free UAO trip to Daytona
Psach. Fto. during spring break

Greta Sheet
Green Sheet Is produced by the
oowttng urven MN wwwmmvf umct 01
sfc,
il.sj
mi mi asriUnas wnn
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PlffMC. flatlaHnar
NMWne let
m cvofwinon
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The next Issue of Green Sheet will be
published March 11 and cover events
eccurring between March 14 snd March
27. The doadnhe for submitting
tofarraaWon to be listed in that issue Is
noon, Wednesday, March 9.
M event, must be submitted In
wrhmg to the Green Sheet editor, tot
Aetministratlon Building. In the event of
Ii«til»tlim a lliiial ■■, anil
■QMIVI imnwiwn*, inuee Minn
»t the eeriest date will be
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7:30 p.m. Monday (Feb. 28) in the Campus
Room of the Union.
Dr. Steven Ludd, assistant professor of
political science, wi moderate the seminar
which wi be made up of a panel including Dr.
Donald Ragusa. dean of student affairs;
Karen Aldred, president of The Graduate
Student Senate: Renee Toiver, president of
the Black Student Union: Everett Gallagher,
president of the Undergraduate Student
Government, and Ricky Gonzales, president
of the Latin Student Union.
in addition to tha Feb. 28 seminar, a
workshop on the "Solomon Amendment" wi
be held from 7-10 p.m. Wednesday (March
9) in the Alumni Room of the Union. The
amendment, which was passed by Congress
tost summer, stipulates that any male student
who has not registered for the draft wi be
ineligible to receive federal grants and loans
after June 1983.
Finely from 7-10 p.m. Apr! 25, a seminar
on the status of women and minorities on
campus wi be held.

"You Are What You Wear" to the title for a lecture to be presented by Wliam Thouriby. a
fashion consultant and former model, at 8 p.m. Tuesday (March 1) m the Grand Balroom of the
University Union.
Sponsored by the University Activities Orgeination, the lecture to free and open to the
pubsc.
Thouriby, who describes himself as a "wardrobe architect," has conducted seminars and
workshops on dress and its effect for major corporations throughout the world. He to also a
consultant to a long tot of corporate executives, doctors, lawyers and other professionals.
In hto lecture, Thouriby wi stress the importance of dressing for job interviews in setting the
success csmate.
He atoo wi examine what messages clothing sends to other persons, and how to manage
those messages. As he says: "When you come Into a room, people who don't know you wi
make at least 10 decisions about you based solely on your appearance. Those dectotons
Include your level of education, sophistication, social standing and financial success.
With the help of student models and a slide presentation, Thouriby wi atoo dtocuss how to
select outfits tor specific situations, how to buld a wardrobe for the teaat amount of money,
and how to care for domes.
Currently. Thouriby teaches s course entitled "Impression Management" at Emory
Univeraity in Georgia. He to atoo a aynolcated newspaper columnist and the owner of a chain of
clothing stores in the Atlanta and New York City areas.
He to atoo the author of the book "You Are What You Wear," which details drees tor men.
and he to currently working on a similar book for women.

Music greats to perform Folk festival offers foot-stomping fun
Tickets are now on sale for two upcoming
concerts featuring music great Maynard Ferguson and the legendary Guy Lomabardo's
Royal Canadians, under the direction of Art
Mooney.
Jazz performer Maynard Ferguson wi
perform with his band at 8 p.m. Apr! 18 in
Kobecker Hal of the Moore Musical Arts
Canter.
Tickets for the concert, priced at $8 for
students and senior citizens and $10 for
adults, can be reserved by calling the Music
Center at 372-0171.
The "sweetest music this side of heaven"
wi be played by the Royal Canadians at 7:45
p.m. April 16 m the Grand Balroom of the
Union as part of the Union's silver anniversary celebration.
Tickets are on sale in the Conference/Arrangements Office, first floor of the Union.
Price to $35 a couple and $18 tor singles Al
seats are reserved on s first come first served
basis. A limited number of balcony seats wi "
be sold for the dance only at $10 each. No
telephone reservations wi be taken.

Graduate art on display
The annual Graduate Student Art
Exhibition wi open with a reception from 2-5
p.m. Sunday (March 6) In the Fine Arts
Getery.
Sponsored by the Graduate Student
Senate and the School of Art. more than 80
works, including drawings, paintings,
watercoiors, prints, photography, fibers,
metato and ceramics wi be on display
through March 27
Gatery hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Saturdays and
Sundays. Admission to free.

Four free concerts, workshops on topics
ranging from banjo picking to square dancing
and a symposium are among the events being
planned for the eighth annual Black Swamp
Folk Festival to be held Friday and Saturday
(March 11-12) at various places on and
around campus.
This year's event, sponsored by the
Graduate Student Senate, wi feature
performances by the Ctavetond-beeed
Hotfoot Quintet: toftstngar and harmonica
player Saul Broudy of Phsadetohia: the Dixie
Darings of Yseow Springs, and the
internationaty-known Hotmud Famty.
Al festival events are free and open to the
pubsc
The festival wi get underway at 1 p.m.
Fridsy (March 11) with a series of workshops
to be preeented by Broudy and members of
the Hottoot Quintet In the Perry Crogan Room
of the Union. The workshops, which wi
continue through 5 p,m., are to Include
i on tott music styles, string band

jazz, swing, ragtime and harmonica playing.
Atoo Friday afternoon, from 2-2:30 p.m., e
symposiumion "The Urban HsWty Today" wi
be presented In the Taft Room of the Union.
The Hotfoot Quintet, which has been
performing Ha unique blend of classic,
bfcjsgrass and swing-jazz since 1977, wi
appear In concert at 8 p.m. Friday In the St.
Thorns* More Gymnasium, 426 ThuraOn.
On Saturday (March 12) from 2-5 p.m.,
The Dtxto Darings wi perform and present
workshops on women's music, flddto, and
banjo playing, square dancing and dogging In
the St. Thomas More Gym. The Quartet,
formed h 1979, plays a variety of bkiegrass,
country and ft* music on the banjo, fkkte.
guitar, bats, button aooordton and dulcimer.
The festival wi conclude with two
concerts on Saturday evening.
Broody and "friends" wi perform at 7
p.m., and the Hotmud Famty wi ptoy at 9
p.m. In the St. Thomas More Gym.

Call goes out for next year's Fact Line operators;
Students needed on receiving end for 1983-1984
Campus Fact Una, the Univeratty'a telephone Information service which annualy answers
more than 180.000 cafe from the University and surrounding communiaea. to now accepting
appaotttons for students wishing to work during the next academic year.
Gardner McLean Jr., associate director of pubsc relations and supervisor of Fact Une, said
the Fact Une operators are among the highest paid student employees on campus, adding
"and they earn every penny of it."
Operators work from nine to 15 hours each week, answering questions which may range
from academic-type queries to trivia.
"We prefer to hire freshmen and eopbornores-that'a because there to an extensive training
process and we Ike to have students working for more than one year-but anyone who wi be
at the University for the next two school years to welcome to apply,'' he added.
Additional Information and application matertoto can be obtained by contacting McLean at
the Pubsc Relations Office. 516 Administration Bulking. The deader* for applying to 6 p.m.
March 4.

-At 11 am. Sandy White of "The Detroit
Free Press" wi suggest ways of using
graphics.
-Ben Phtogar of "US News and World
Report" wi dtocuss his work at 1 p.m.
-"Ohio Magazine" feature writer and
editor John Beaktn wi talk about hie work In
magazines at 2:30 p.m.
-Ed KoUeweki of The Toledo Blade" wi
dtocuss his work as art director at 4 p.m.
WEDNESDAY (MARCH 9)-PUBUC
RELATIONS DAY
-At 9:30 a.m. Sue Morlno of the East
Ohio Gas Company In Cleveland wi dtocuss
her work aa an assoctots writer.-Robin Boyd limes of Cedar Point Inc. wi
examine the role of a pubic retotions manager
at 10:30 a.m.
-Toledo's March of Dhnea Director Mary
Elen Sherman wi apeak at 11:30 a.m.
-As General Director of pubsc retotions for
the Flaher Body Division of General Motors in
Warren, Mich.. Richard Wtmot wi dtocuss
hie work at 12:30 p.m.
--James Little, president of Diversified
Communicatione Inc.. wi dtocuss his
company and hto work at 1:30 p.m.
-A panel dtocusslon featuring Jackie
Venzei of Parkview Hospital In Toledo, Tracy
Rabokt of Miami Vasty Hospital In Dayton,
and Jim Richard of the Medfcat Colege of
Ohio in Toledo, wi be hetdat 2:30 p.m. The
relationship between hospitals and pubsc
retoloni wi be examined.
THURSDAY (MARCH 10j-BROADCAST
DAY
-Broadcast news wi be rtnuaatri by
Steve Fiorina and Jim Webb, both of WTOLTV In Toledo, at 9:30 a.m.
-Atoo at 9:30 a.m., WTOL-TV Promotions
-Manager Don Cehen wi ttesusa taltvtoton ■*■-»"■
promotion In 102 Henna Hal.
-Feature filmmaking in Ohio wi be the
topic of a lecture given by Ji Ntonburg of the
Ohio Fern Bureau at 11 a.m.
-Also at 11 a.m., a panel dtocusslon about
careers in broadcast news wi be presented
by George Wolf, news manager of WKYC-TV
In Cleveland and Larry Matoef, news Director
of WBNS-TV In Columbus. In 106 Hayes Hal.
-"Images of Minorities In the Medta" wi
be the topic of a dtocusslon by Frank
Johnson, executive director of Atlanta Mode
Project Inc. m Atlanta; Essie Hopgood,
Director of newa and pubsc affairs si WGTE
radkj In Toledo; and Bi Hams, drector of
community relations at WTVG-TV In Toledo,
at 1:30 p.m. In 208 Hanna Hal.
-A dtocusslon on broadcast sales wi be
held by Mel Stebblna. general sates manager
of WTOL-TV: Joel Sptoer, sales manager of
WLQR radto; and Barry Rosen, account
executive of WCWA radto, al of .Toledo, at
1:30 p.m.
-At 2:30 p.m. broadcast management wi
be dtocussed by Steve Berger of Nationwide
Ctormnurscation Inc. in Columbua; Dave
Crow), general manager of WLVQ radto in
Columbua; and Pat SI, program director of
WLVQ radio.
-Gordon Ward, newa anchor for WTV8TV and Don Edwards, new anchor for WCWA
radto, both of Toledo, wi discuss the history
of broadcasting at 2:30 p.m. In 106 South
-Bob Braunack of ABC-TV Sports and Lisa
Fego of CBS Morning News, both of New
York, wi dtocuss network television
production at 4 p.m.
-At 7 p.m., an awards banquet tor
students rnejoring In broadcasting wi be held
at the Bowing Green HoMay Inn. Ticket* for
the dinner are $8 for students and $10 feral
others; they may be purchased at the radtotv-flm department office. 413 South Hal.
FRIDAY (MARCH 11J-WOMEN IN
COMMUNICATION INC. DAY
-"Contacts and Researching the Job
Marker wi be tha topic of a preaentaBon
given by Jeff DePerro, an expert In executive
recruiting, and Mary Newton, medta rsiaaone
manager for Flower Hospital In Syrvanto at
9:30 a.m.
-Tom Mcmchsov, director of human
resources for Top Value In Dayton wi give
Ope about Interviewing at 10:30 a.m.
-Suggestions on writing resumes wi be
given by Kathy Lewton, vice-preaident of
pubsc relations at St. Vincent Hospital In
Toledo at 11:30 a.m.
-The final program of me week wi be a
presentation by Roes Russe* Stewart* "The
Toledo Blade" at 1:30 p.m. She widtoouas
toeow-up skills and coping with tongterm job
hunts.
Tha week of acMttoe to being organtssd
by students In tha various corisTMstalom
piograms. rttonotol supports for tha week
Include toe radk>tv-flm department, the
School of Joumaiam, "Tha Toledo Made,"
and the Aiumnl AsaoctatlorHH»neored
Parents Club
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This Week

8:86-1848 pjn. - Mar Oattne.
Opao to at If waather p»* 8ponaorad by tha physic*
and aafonumy daparknanta. Roof or Ufa-SctonoM.

And Next Thursday
AtBG

«JB.« a* - UAO B*wl
SM 8 a.m. Monday. Fab.

Monday
• ejitJj fun. - UAO ttMom. Registration
phooM from ovar 25 oWaranl courses InoJudtog knmng.
CPR, and mixology Open to M FBM dua upon registration UAO offlo*. thkd door. Union.
*■*> pjn. - Poatry/Fletlon Reading
Prnlaaaui I toward McCord, a mambar of tha Creadve
WrtBng program fasuKy, wB raad from hla own work:
Free and opan to at Oommutor Cantor, Moseiey.

Cauiaa nsgfalrefluii
28 Hang

1148 ajn. - Commuter Off-Campus OrgankuiBa.
Miaang. Opan to any atudant tvmg ofi- campua.
Commutor Cantar. Mosetoy.
Man's toam at MAC Ctamptonahlpa. hoatod by Eaatom
Michigan University (Ypesanti)
648 BJB. - tmamanonal BiHBl
MMkng Opan to al. -300 Moaatoy

T pj*. - Wialdinl Btuttaart AaaedaUon
MsaBng. Opan to al. Asaambty Room. MoFal Cantor.
7-8 p.*. - Expme.rv. Art* Workshop
"Art Tharapy and tha Etearry" w« be dacuaesd. Opan to
al 204 Flna Art*.
7-10 pjn. - UJFJL
Various programa conearnlng paraonal haaMh and mrreas
wB ba hekj. Free and opan to al Third lavai mezzanine,
next to tha running (rat*. Studant Rao Cantor.
7:10 pun. - Hudent Bight. Seminar
A panal wB dtocuta tha propoaad changaa ki tha
umvaralty'i Studant Cod*. Or. Stovan Ludd, aaatotont
protoaam of pokkcat adanc*. wB modarata. SM atory
sktewhere. Sponaorad by tha UrkveraKy Human Retodona Commiaakxi. Opan to al. Campua Room. Union.

BJB. - Thaatar AudiUona
SM 7 p.m. Wedneedey. Maroh

otottor.

2 Mkig.

8 PJB. - Law SMtoty
A pan*) discussion on Tn*an»y ki tha Court*" wfl be
hafd. Opan to al. 112 Buaheea AdtnlrtBtrakon.

1148 am - Maw CiuiiiiMiUuaBuiii Weak Eveait
Law Bowers, a feature write for "The Lima Mews wB
dhjouM "Writing ttto Feature Story." 8M atory ekwwhere. Free and opan to al. Onto Suke. Unton.

8:11 (MIL - UAO Campua FBm
■Monto Carlo" wfl be ahown. FrM and open to al. Olah
Far. Theater, Hem*.
8 BJB. - German Club
Mssahg. Open to al member*. PagW'* Eeat. 440 E.

Mmhl

fcnt.4
8 a.*i.-6 pjn. - UAO fatal CostM BetfalratjBa
SM 8 a.m Monday. Fab. 28 Hating

1048 aj*.-840 pj*. • Reoyoang Ortoa
Paying 18 cento par pound for al aluminum can*.
Sponaorad by the Environmental Intoreet Group Forum.
Student Sarvtoa*.

Men'a toam at Mao CramptonaNpa. hooted by Eaatom
Mlefxgsn University (YpakkrV*.).
8 pjn. - Fact Una nnnBrieBnn I
Laalday to return apoloattona to baa 1883-84 Feet Une
operator. Any aluo^rk who wfl be at tha Unlveralty tor ma
""I two year* may apply. SM atory attawhsr*. 818
AdmlrafMBon
Btl pm - Faa»*»y end Weroaraare Baelity
Opan gaming wB be hard. 83 memberehip toe. Ohto
auk*. Union.

2488 pja. - Hearing Impaired I
.;
Program advice from Paktoia QrkWi. apecial education
IkMkixttondtor i IBJ III
i Ml a-onty-^4 tdecalok.,
«Jf pj*. - EkpraaatoaArta WarkaWp
> SOrTn^HMWmfV Ttton»y/Aft Tkenpy- Can tha Two be Com8:10 pjn. - Untoaratty 441 Club .
bafljdr' wfl be dtocuaaed. Open to al. Aaeombty Room,
MoFal.
Masting. Open to al. 226 Clay St.
7:10 pj*. - Hockey
BGSU wB host a CCHA quarter-Hnel gam*, to* Arena.
I pj*. - WorM Student AeeoeaMton
An "Aeton Mght." wkh amgmg, dancing, martM art*, ami
culelne from the East, wfl be held FrM and open to M
Forum. Student ServtoM.

74) pjn. - Expraaalva Arta Workahop
Or. Sandra Packard, dean of Education, wB dtoouM "Art
Therapy va Art Educakon." Opan to A 108 Fme Arta.

8 BJR. - UAO Campua FHm
-Mght SUB.- atamhg Henry VVMdar, wfl be ahown.
81.80 with BQSU ID 210 Math-Science.

7:10-8 pjn. - DeMa Blgme F1
An mformakonai mealing tor prospective new members
wB ba held by that bueneas fretornrty Open to al
student, ki the Cgeage of Buekteo*. 204 Moaatoy.

8-11 pjn. - UAO Concert
Tom Gorman, * local songwriter and muakskn. wfl
perform Adrraaalon $1 Open to M Sldedoor. Union

Wednesday
NMB.2

18 pj*. - UAO Campua FHm
SM 8 p.m. fakng.
kBdnkjht - UAO Cempee Fltm
"ThrM StoogM FMtMT wfl be ahown. 81.60 wkh
BGSU ID. 210MuttvSctence.

Saturday
8 aJR. - UAO Backpack Trip
Leaving for weekend bwkbacWng mp to Zaieekl. Ohio to
return Sunday evening. Reglekekoii to* of 812.80
payable upon *mv*f. Open to al atudanta UAO office.
MM Boor, Union.

* ajw.4) pjn. - UAO BBiil CiiWM Bi*lalraBi*
8 a.m. Monday. Fab. 28 ksting.

I pj*. - fleet ekb.lt
Womana team at CanM Micrxgan University (Ml.

AudNon* for «h* Unlveralty production of "Helo DoaV"
w* be hek). The muatoal «rB ba staged Aprt 20-23.
Opan to al. 400. 402, and 40S University Hal.
74) p-m. - txprsa*.. Arts Workahop
A panel diecusaton on "Art* m Psycrtotherapy" wB ba
hek) Open to al. Aaaambf, Room, McFl.
7 pj*. - PlMtoeoprry Leclare
Or. Ntahokas neschar, a protoaaor of phadaophy at tha
Unlvereity of Wrtoburgh, wB dkicuM • variety of pMoMphtoal topic*. Sponsored by the dasMrfhtortofphJtoeopliy. Open to M. 70 Overman
7 JO pj*. - BMaxMbaN
Men's team at Central Michigan University (Ml. Ptoaaant).
7:10 pm. - AoeatMbkj Chtb
Jam* OknJng. vtoe praakJenl of pkmnkvj tram the
Marathon 08 Comany. wfl apeak an "Corporato Ptonra^-Oo-aponacmtdOyBatt Alpha Pal Open to el Ohio
f*j»e, Union.
T48 *J«- - Worn— M BuabiMa
MtonaBr Abraham, a lew amkuevn Hum Owen* Corntng
Ffoargksw, wB dktoun Moiaf haraaament on flay toe.
Opan to al
I pja. - Ctmart
IJaffHatoej
n Free ana opan to al.
mHo*) Art* Cantor.
-eot Qroup
'ay**.
wkh BQGO LO. Skate rental 80 otrnto.

Men's team « MAC Owmpionehip., hoatod by Eaatom
Michigan University (YpaBMI).
1840 pj*. - BaakatbaN
Women', toam va. Bel Stale Unlveralty
Anna.

ntoatto i Week Event
148 p.m. - Maaa Co
Ben Johnaon and Sue Wataon of "Tha Detrok Free
PreM" and WBtom Brower of "Tha Toledo Btode" wfl
dhtouM "MkwrBlM m the PreM." SM atory akjewhira.
FrM «yJ open to al Ohio Sutta. Union.

148 pjn. - Bkwe CawmunlMMan. Week Event
WBtom VVoaatondtok, *dBorlal dkaokx of The Oevekmd
Plain Dealer." wfl dktoua*. 'Putflng tha Reader Fkat."
8M atory *Hawhara. Free and opan to al. Onto Stata.
Unton.
8 fun. - Aayjekc toakreetor'a Workahop
Deaefln* to regletor for three day workahop to be hek)
Maroh 18-20. 830 to* Muoa* al acflvakw and certkV
caton m adapted aoueaca by the American Red Croea.
Sponaorad by the School of HPER and tha Toledo
Chapter of American Red CTOM Enrol at the School of
Hper or the Student R*c Center.
I pJ*. - Mr. BGSU Phyakjuo Gantoat Oaalflni
Deeoln* tor returning entry lorme tor the fkat Mr. BQSU
Phyakjoe contoet Open to al Lmrversky nwtoa. Ofkoe of
Or Steven Dunn, 110 Epptor South
BJB p.m. — PoesryrFlcBon Bxwotng
Mariarma Holer, a leeching faeow m the creative wrtang
program, wB raad from her own work*. Free end opan to
al. Commutor Cantor, Moeotoy.
7 pja. - UAO Belong Workahop
Jack Lautarnflch, owner of Jack's Bakery. 148 E.
Wooator, wB deinunakato how to rneke trench puff
PMktoa. 82 legkweBmi toe. Prout CaMaria Kitchen.
Union.
7 BUM. - Mess Communication. Week Event
Aeaocwtod PreM Speck. CorrMpr>rid*nl George Eaper
wfl detver the annual Grove Pattoraon Addnw*. SM
atory ekwwhere. Ticket* ere SB for students. 811 other*
and may be purcheeed at 104 Urwvereky Hal. HoVtoy
km, 1650 E. Wooator.
7 pja. - B.ill.nt Student Aa
Meeting Open to al. Aasembry Room. MoFal Cantor.
7-18 pja. - l_LFX
Vanou* programa r»«eming peraonat heekh andaeWM
wfl be held. FrM and open to al. Thkd tovel rmuzankw
next to the running track, Student Rec Center
7 :*0 pjn. - Oermen FBm
"A Strange Saint" wfth Engkah auMMtoa. wfl be ahown.
Sponaorad by UAO and tha German department. Free
and opan to al. Otoh Fam Theater. Herma

SM

10 aja.-8 pjn. - *+l Bake Sato
Sponaorad by the Unlveralty 4-H Club. Fk»t Boor,
Lkkveraay Hjfl.

12:18 pja. - Meaa Cwa.unl.aBon. Week tvont
A panel of three copy edkora wfl eweue. "Copy edkmg:
Where the Job* Ar*.". 8M atory ekwwhere. Free and
opan to al. Onto Sun, Unton

Anderaon

1-1 r-av - Croea Ceuntry 8kf Clktlc
Mrucflon provided tor beginning, Inairm.naM. and
advanced skiers. Opan to al member, of the Student
Roc Center. $2 legtokbtuji toe. Meat h tha Hooley
Conference Room. Student Rec Center.
1 pja. - BeaketbaB
Men's toam va. Bar, State Untvaraky. Anderaon Anna.
748
74ipjn.
BGSU wfl boat a CCHA ouerter-mal gam*, to* Arena.
8 pjn. > UAO Ca**jm FBm
8M 8 p m Friday, March 4 asahg.
18 pjn. - UAO Campaa FBm
8 p.m Friday, March 4 Dating.

SM

Bkanlght - UAO Campu. Fkm
SM MkJnlghl Friday. March 4 atahg.

Sunday
*h*6
148pjn.-Bn»MCtob
MatchM wfl be hard. Admiaskin 81.28. Open to ML
Brmg « perkier or on* cm be arranged. Onto Suke,
Unton.
2 PJ*. - Art ExMbtkon
Graduete Studani'a work* wB be on dknkjy Mraugh
Merch 27. FrM and span to al. Fin* Arta Galery.
lpja.-Opara
See 8 Ml. Friday, March 4 BHkig.
t BJB. - UAO Campu • FBm
"Ragkma." starring Homvd floiang and Jama* Cagney,
WB ba ahown. 81 60 wait BQ8U t.O. OM a**>ThMtor.

740 pja. - Theology CUM
Open to al. Unlveralty Lutheran Chapal, 1124 E.
Wooator.
748-18 pun. - Square Derwe Chrb
Potuw, mixars, and Bw-danoM wB b* taught. Sponaorad by the FooBooM Falcone. Fre* and opan to *l.
ttorihaeat Commcna.
I pjn. - Geology Lecture
Dr. Maurice Schwartz, professor of geology and education at Weetom Weehtrgton UnVaraly. wB dtoouM the
nsmaal pruc... Involved ki *w lomwllon of the cnaatoj
Bektc, Hack and Cespkm sea regtone FrM end open to
si. 300 Moaatoy.

Or. Therm* Stoeto. aenkx reMarchai tor Bel Laboratorkw end co-author of the book. The Logic of Queakona
and Anewera." wfl apeak on "Managing krforrnakon ki
DatobaM System." Sponsored by the deportment of
phedeophy. Open to al. 70 Oiwrman HM.

8pj*.-FM<
Worrrwttui wl meekng o* the Triathlon to be hex) Sunday,
Apr! 17. Rautolralun tor the (vrimntng. oyckng, and
rumkkj event wB oonanue through Sunday. Apr! 8. The
oornMttson a opan tor al atudanta to regtotor ki ths
dMatona of MVMUBB, maw or tarnato kwms, end ooed
prsdtoson. Racket Room. Student Rec Center

Tuesday
Ml

848 ajn.
wkWrwWesfc
J0*0arwal *nd_Joa Pick, eatfl pho*>graphara tor the
^aeiai^PBjwjwJfWja

work.
SUM,

evjajsxT

I ataPsrV*aBjWjJVA

ajHSBBV*.

a^XBa

ajBapSinavB**

BaajBjaF

SM atory ilsmfiin. Free aro opan to all. Onto
Unton.

18 aj*.-l pj*. - Ftowar fteto
SMtOam Monday. March 7 lasng.
1B48 aj*.-*** pj*. - BeayeBng Drive
PssBk] IB cent* par pound tor al akarxnum pan.
Sponaorad by the DiWuikrwraial kawael Qroup Forum.
Student ServteM
CM
i Week B.
11 <
nla
3*ndy White el 'Tha Detrok Free PreM" wB auggaat
way* of uetog graphic*. SM story ekwwhere. Pre* and
open to al. Ohio Suke. Union.

7JJ pj*. - k.c*.eto.k CtkOc
Irwkuckon provided for rwgmnkig, mt.im.rteti, and
•dvaneed ptoyara. Open to al member, of SRC 82
rsgkrkatonfM. Rac«wkwl Courto. Skjdent Rec Csner.
8 BJB.-I
The MAC eerrk-rmei uompaBBon wB b* hekj.

248-8 pj*. - Haerkeg laaavjkred AdMMMewt
Program advice from PaMoa GrtfBm. apackk srkaxaton
Mauotor. For eduoaaon majora only 424 Educofon

8 pja. - Flctwn Bnlni
VkMig author, Jeyns Anns Phaap*. wB read from her
own work*. Free and open to el 128 Weot Ha*

■toafle
Ed KaBlKSia of "Tha Toledo Btode- wfl dtoouM hta work
m art dkector SM atory slatwhtre Fre* and opan to
M. Ohk) Suke, Union

I pja- - Benlor Ctwflenae 81
A "KtokOrT- party wB be held. Open to al commrtkw
nvsmber. MSM Alumni Center

Spm-l
Mane team wfl hoet a MAC guartor-flnai game Anderaon

lil pja. - UAO Campus FBm
"Shop Around tha Comer." starring Jimmy Stewart, wfl
be ahown Free end open to al. Otoh Flm Theater.

I pj*. - PaiMO* Ctob
Maakhg Open to al nwrnbers 100

8 pj*. - Oermen Ctob
Mssflng. Open to al member*. Pegaal'a Eaat. 440 E.
court.

Friday

NMh9

PBMilll

• eJB-4 pjn. - UAO kBnt-G*
SM g a m. Monday. Feb. 28 tobng

wnloaBa iWMkEvent
Jeft Deperro, en expert in executive recrufttng. and Mary
rtowton, madki rafaBona meneger tor Flower Hoepkal ki
SytvMe. wB dtocuw. "Contacl. and Reeeerchlng the
Job Market." 8M atory •kwwhere. FrM and open to al.
Ohio Suke, Union

BJBJI

848 eja. - Bkwe Ciww.nlaaBaiw aww- _
8u* Mormo of the Eaat Ohio GM Company wfl I
her work m an ssaodate writer. SM atory ekwwhere
Fre* and opan to al Onto Sum. Unton.

16 aja.
Board of Treeless
Meeting The Student Code la expected to ba <**•
ousted Opentoal 1!6Eduestlon

18 ajn.-! pj*. - Fwwar Sato
10 a.m. Monday, Maroh 7 eekhg.

SM

1840 BJB. - BtoM CM
intoatto
Room Boyd torwa of Cedar Point, too. wfl axamkw me
role of s public rekjkone menagar. 8M utoty ekwwhere
Free and open to al. Onto Suke. Unton.

1B48 ML - MOM CeBBBurkVwttOM Waak Event
Tom Momchtov. director of human resource, tar Top
Value ki Dayton, wfl give apt about mtervtowing SM
akxy elsewhere Free end open to at Ohio Sun*. Union

!!?*£*• ~ "**' P'BBBiwlMBxaw Waak BJWM
Mary FJen Shermen, Towdo's Maroh of Dkrwa Director,
wB dkKxxw bar work. SM atory alaewhars. Pre* and
open to al. Ohio SUM. Unton.

BJBBBJI
1148 BJB
Kany Lawton, vkw-preaktont of pubtc reletlone at St
vnoant Hoepkal to Totodo, wfl gtv* auggeettone on
areng resume. SM atory skwwhera Fre* and open to
al. ONo Suss. Unton.

11588pja._- Btoea 0a_^
iBlniB.as Weak
nefsaafd Wlmo*, QaVMra. dir*cfcx al puMc n/Uton$ tor
me Ftoher Body Drvleion of Genera Motor*. wB dtocuM
hie work. SM story taiwhire. Free and opan to al.
ONo Suke. Union.
1:88 pjn. - Bkwe ComwuBUifliii Was* avast
JtrnM LBsa, preektont of DHirMii Oo—Bunkialcm
Inc.. wl dktcuM Ns oornpany and Na work. SM atory
slanSitri Free and opan to al. Onto SUM, Union.
J4B pj*. - M*M CnatiiirlliBaMi Week BveM
A psViM (StcuMaon fMiurlnp JaoWai VMM* of Ptho^tti
Hoapkaf m Totodo, Treoy Pktbokl of MkMValeyHo*BB*l
n Dayton, and Jkn Rtohard of the Medtosl Colege of
Ohio In Totodo, wfl •xamkw fh* raaliiiiihki between
BcipBM andpubtcrilalori. 8Matory ala.Btitra. Free
snd open to al. Ohio SuBe. Unton.
1:88 pja. - Btotoay BMflnar
Or. Edward H. Burtt of Ohio Wsatoyen Untvsrsky. wB
dtocuM. -Beheviorsf Skjftfcanoe ot Color." Free and
opan to al. 112UtoSotanoM

1-8 BJB. - Btook Bwamp Fern FasBkal Evsat
A ewle. of workshop, on to* music style, eking band
too. awing, ragtime, and rkvrnontoi playing wB be hek).
Sponsored by Bw Graduate 8tudent Sanaa. SM aary
»*xiwh*t*. Free and open to al. Parry Crogan Room,
Unton.
148 BJB. - MM* CowwuiWcauuia Waak Event
P<wePxj*iMStowarir>''TheToleaOBkkM''wfldk»cuM
toloB-up SUM and coping wkh Kmgtorm tob hunta SM
atory ekwwhere Free and open to M Ohio8uHe. Union
8-240 pjn. - Btook Bwamp Foflx FeathnM Event
A aynyjoakan on "The Urban Hflbfly Today" wfl ba
trsisiMJ. SM atory ekwwhere Sponsored by the
QraduBte Student Senete Fre* and opan to al. Tart
Room. Unton.
4 pja. - Heekey
A CCHA aerrk-flnel game wfl be hek) Joe Louto Arena
(Detrok. Mtoh.).
A CCHA aand-anat game wfl be hek). Joe Louto Arena
fOakoa. Mtoh.)

7 p.m. VVedrwaday, March 2

SM

7-10
:j>a

BJB.

748 BJB. - UAO Campu. FBm
bj)S>ovm.>)j»wjthBGSU.I.D Gieh „

- Btud.

"

■

RiBiioia CuiniWekm Opan to al. Alumni Room, Unton.
7-11 pja. - "8BB Kleeert" Rsc Cantor AlWiMll
Eraaratniiwik. relay raoM. oontoeta. snd Bw laflaBkj of
two trips to Florida wfl be hek). SM story BBiWhtrs.
Free and open to al. Student Rec Cantor.
-Hto am Friday" wfl be ahown. Sponaorad by Bw EngMh
dapaiknanl. Free and opan to al Gwh FBn Theater,
lpjB.-En
il Intoreet Qreup
Maakhg. Open to al. 210 HayM.
8-18
SM

BpjB.-Btoek
, Folk FaeBvel Event
The -ttotfoot Qukitor' wfl praaant k* unique blend of
ckwelc. btagnw*. and awmg-lazz music. Sponaorad by
IwOTBdueto Student Senete SM atory ekwwhere. Free
and opan to al. Gymnasium. St. Thormw More Church,
426Thurafln.

• pj*. - Recttel
Jerome ROM, araat ki resxtonce, Cosege of Musical
Arta, wB present s piano lecture and reck*. Fres and
opan to H Bryan RadbH Hal, Moore Musics) Arta
Cantor.
848- UAO Campua Film
SM 7:30 p.m Iskng.

BJB. - Paaac Bkatrng
8 p.m. Wednaaday, Maroh 2 IMktg.
SM

1:1*4:10 pj*. - star Oaring
Open to aH weether perrfsto. Sponsored by th*phyatot
and aakoumy departiwiko. Roof of LJw-SctoncM.

Thursday

7:30 p.m. Ming

Saturday
11 BJB.-1 BJB. - CBMe tor Hsndltspp.d
Open to al (aligned volunteers 201 Hays.

pWsfcK)

lBJB.-Of.HBtl
BQSU vs. Cerara) Michigan Untvaraky. Epptor Complex

» ajn.-* p-w. - UAO MbU-Co
no**
8M 9am. Monday. Fab. 26 iskng

2-8 BJB. - Btook Swamp Folk Festive! Event
Tha "Obie Dannga," a country mueic quertat. wB
perform. SM atory ekwwhere. Sponaorad by the Graduate Student Ssnato. Fres and open to al. Gymnasium,
St ThomM More Church, 425 Thurakn

848 BJB
Stove Ftorine and Jkn Wabb. both of WTOL-TV m Totodo.
wB dtoouM broadoeat news. SM story IB.IIIS.SIS. Free
aid opan to al. Ohio SuBe. Unton.

84Bl

I CM

Don Cohan, promotion* manager tor WTOL-TV ki Totodo, wB dtoouM totovtoion proraoflon. SM atory ekwwhere. Free and opan to al. 102 Ham.
BlBBlll
11i
JBrVJsr*>jrgoft^Or*9RknBuraauwfldkKaMleelure
wnilflig In Onto. SM atory aaawhere. Fraa and open
to al. ONo SuM. Union.

ataaflo
IK
George Wok. new* traneger of WKYC-TV In Ctoveland.
•nd Larry Mktoat, new* dkector of WfJNS-TV In Cokjmbus, — praaant * aarwl rtoriwslon on career. In
^0>WCB1BK nMrS. 8N Bwory •Bw#wri8jr»j. Fr*M tno Op*w to
al. 106 HayM.

kajB-Haokey
Ths CCHA oonaotokoi game tor thkd ptoce wfl ba hek).
Louk) Arena (Datrok, Mtoh.).

JM

Ttw CCHA oratrnptavshtp game wfl be nek) Joe Louie
Arena (Dekok. Mtoh.).
748pjB.-Ui
SM 7:30 p.m. Friday. March 11 tokng
Ths MAC fraa competition wB ba hek).
**JB.-Btoekl
Tha "Hotmud Famky." a country rnuwc band, wfl
perform 9M atory abawh.r. Sponsored by ths Qraduata Student Ssnato. Fres and opan to a. Gymnasium.
St. Thomaa Mora Church. 426 ThureBn.

148 BJB.- flaws Ciwwaiilijaawa WMBBMM
ftvnk JohaTaWfi, •VB>tx4rva dlr*clor Of AMraMc Modhi
ProtoottsK.. EMBB) HopoooO, Gn&ix of IMMO ond outalc
aftot* at W8TE redo to Totodo. and Sfl Herri*, drector
of oSBtBkJkBy ralBstns al WTVO-TV to Totodo, arfl
daouM, tBag.s of MtoorikM m the Medto." SM atory
sawehiri. Fres and open to al. 206 Hanrw.

848

148 BJB. - BtoM C*aa»kB*JaaflM* Week Baaat
I rrunagar of WTOL-TV. Jeel
I manager of WU» radto. and Barry Rosen.
anxiuntsiaou»Vsofy»CWArBr*o,alofwftomsrefr«m
Toledo, wfl dtoouaa broadcast tatoa. Baa atory
where. Free snd open » al Ohio Suka. Unton

Sunday

BIIIBIM Waak
Stow Bsrgsr at ttoso.m.kto Commi*lrw)ton toe.. Pavs
Crowi, general menagw of WLVO radto. and Pet 8fl.
pregraw dkector of WLVQ raao, al of whom are from
Columbus, wfl dtocuM brrwdewt awmiiailiB. Baa
atory ekwwhere. Free and open to el Ore* SuBe. Unton.

8M

S

» ej*4i pja. - UAO BHnl C—I BaafcHraBe
SM 8 am. Monday. Fab. 28laBng,

aloaMa
I *W#llt
AnawsrMrwnojwttoratudermrna>»lr«mrxoedcas*ng
wB b* hak) at Bw Hotdey Inn, 1660 E. Wooetar. Tk*ete
88 ekjdsnto, 610 other*, may be purcheeed at 413
South Hal SM atory ekwwhere.

John Brx*m. faakn writer and edkor for "Onto Magsn*." wfl dtoouM Ma work. SM atory akkawhere Free
and open to al. Ohio Suka. Union

Wednesday

148 pjn. - Meea Ca
ntoatto
Oav* Uwandowakl of ttw "Syria Cnroniato-TaaKnph."
Jack Carte ot "The Daly SentJnat-Trlbun." and Tarry
Gxxjdmanof-TheLoranJrjumeT-wfldkKxjwIrwkwlcrt
iegnkneM tobs m sports SM atory sHewhere Free end
opan to al. Ohio Sum, Union

• iM ».m. - UAO aBtwCeuraa FkwJetretto
8M 8 a.m. Monday, Fab. 28 tekhg

I aj*. - Btodanu For Anknale
Meeting. Opan to al. 102 Ham*.

8 BJB, - UAO Campua FBm
See 3 p.m. tokng.

IB aj*>8 pjn. - 444 Flower Bate
Order* for white carnaione wfth groan tJnBng wB b*
taken wkh detvery on St Patrick'. Day. 8poneored by
the Unrversrty 4-H Club. Fkat floor. UnrveraityHel

Friday

I pja. - UAO Ctothmg Seminar
■You Aia What You Wear" - the theme for We program,
featuring WtBarn L. Thourtby. grooming conaukanl and
lashlon expert, who wfl dtocuas the relationship between
appeal ante and auccew SM atory efeewhere. Free
and opan to at Grand BaBroom. Union

Meeting Open to al. FVeelde Lounge. St Thomaa More
Church, 428 Thuratm.

8 pj*.-Opera
"Tha Marry VnVM of Windsor" wfl be preeentod. SM
atory ekwwhere. Tickets 83 atudanta and aankx cikzene, 8S othara. Kobaoker Hal, Moore Mualcal Art*
Cantor.

1:16 SUB. - Osrawn Club
A German Stommtiech wfl be held. Open to al. Pagfai'a
Eaat. 440 E. Court.

7 pj*. - UakreraNy Feeee CoauWon
Mailing Opan to a*. 107 H*yw.

BJ*. - Puo** SkaOrtf
8 p.m. Wednssday, March 2 tokng

840 am. - MM* CommuritoaMone Week Event
nawrapaper expert* m the Md* of edurjsBon, Mueky,
and iporti wfl praaant a panel on "How to Cover
StrikM." SM atory elsewhere FrM snd opan to al. Ohio
Sun. Unton.

7.10 pjn. - Theology Curae
Opan to al. Untvsrslty Lutharan Chapal, 1124 E.
Wooator.

7 p.m. - Black HI atory Month Event
A lecture enkeed, -Chrtettonky and American Metory"
wfl be preeentod. Sponaorad by Gamma Rho Sigma.
Open to al. 220 Math-Sckmoe.

SM

746*10 tun. - BBS Orad NtfjM
8avan graduatoa of Managamanl Inrormakon Syatoma
wfl dtocusa thek Jobs and tutura caraar opportunkws
Sponaorad by tha Aaaodakon for Syatoma Management
Club. Opan to al. Preeidenf a Lounge, to* Ann*.

Court

1384 pja. - Heettoa Mfnlnl AdWiaiim
Frogram advtoa from Bonk WeB. graduate laiBtont. For
education majora only. 424 Education.

8-18

I a.m.-8 a.m. - UAO MtnK*ur»a
SM 8 a.m. Monday. Fab 28 takhg

748 p.m- - Q prawn Fflat
"On a Skvsr Pkjttor." with Engkah aubMtoa, wB ba
•hown Sponaorad by UAO and tha Carman department.
FrM and opan to al. atari Flm Thaatar. Harm*.

11:18 w*.-MM*
St. Thomaa Mora Church. 42S Thuratk.

IpjL-Cnimil
'■VrSndel Jorwe and Friend*" wfl praaant a Jaiz program
toalunhg Dr. Jorw, a perruaelonajt and prutoeaor In tia
Cossge of Mualcal A« Fraa and opan to at Bryan
Recital Hal, Moor* Mualcal Ada Cantor.

7-8 run. - Expressive Art* Warkahap
"Art Therapy m Community MarM Hsakr. Canton" wfl
ba dtoouaaad. Opan to al. 204 FHa Art*.

Tuesday

MO
Ban Pkwgar of the "U6 ftowa end World Report" wfl
dtoouMhk. work. SM atory ekwwhere. Free and open to
al. Ohio Suke. Unton
1484J pj*. - Haerti
ewkwdAjhie
■al
Program aovtoe from Ron*
m t. For
novM Wok, gradual* i
educakon matora onry. 424 Educakon.

Monday

7

7 PJB. - Black rfletory Month Event
A panaf dawaton with repreeentattvM from tha
NAACP, Eaatom Star, tha Maaona and tha Southam
Chrliian UadaraWpConrarano* wB oa haw. Sponaorad
by Qamma Rho Sigma. Opan to al. Amenl, Commona.

The BQSU VVorrwn'a Chorus wfl prmnl • ncM. Fres
and open to at Ikyan RWH Hal, Moon Muktoal Art*
CM*.

< w. - UAO cuipm raw
SM 3 p.m. Mng.

10 aja.-l pja. - 441 Baka Sara
BpBMOrad by tha IMvaraHy 444 Club, Flral

u

IML-RHM

1:10448 pjn. - Pabtta tketng
8M 8 p.m Wsdnseday, March 2 eating.

N«B.3
8

I

230 pja. - Btoe* C*ma»B«loell8«. Weak BMBI
Gordon Ward, news anchor for WTVO-TV and Don
Edwards, n<*.. anchor of WCWA radio, both of Tototte.
wfl dtocusa the history of errjMlktBna. SM atory
akwattoia. Trm and opan to at 106 Sooth Hal

4PJB.-SVMCM

*»*•

Bob arauraoh of ABC TV Sport* and UN Fago of CBS
Morning ten*, both of r4*w Ycrt. wfl OtocuM iwrwork
keavtotoa produoBon. SB* atory itotishira. Fres and
open to al. Of*. Suke, Unton.

SM

BJB. - UAO Campu. FBm
7:30 p.m. Friday. March 11 Wang

-UAO I
7:30 p.m. Friday. March 11 ksting

KmiB
NMhtl
8 pm. WadnMBk). Marok 2 lakhg

6 BJB. - UAO Trip FM OeaflBn.
The anal payment kt due for thOM pienmng on goeifi to
Oaytona Beach, Pax durmg sprkig break UAO office.
■"■0 wtct, Union.
6 BJB.-I
FranoM Barartt CoBana of stuatcsl Art*. wB
preaent a pttno rsckaf. Fres and opan to al. Bryan
RMM Hal, Moore Mutica) Arto Cantor.
PICIIIIII

8-1*l»JB.-lh>»8e BkiBug
SM 8 p.m Wednesday. March 2 *s8rtg.
Mliflng. Open to at Ftrselda Loortrjs, St Thoawa
0BXaY*.4a6ThuraBn.

10 TlM BG News/February 25, 1983

Japanese labor
more versatile
OSCI study says
COLUMBUS (AP) - Japanese factory workers out-produce American
workers because they aren't tied to a
single job and perform a number of

Lee Krajewski, chairman of OSU's
management science department,
said university researchers utilized a
computer model to simulate a typical
American factory and test bow much
productivity could improve if Japanese methods were adopted.

Aid: Kety J. (Hsam) DeAon Kt.eeinalll lycrvparTioogle SocMaboneva
Bato. Why hOM • PI K»pp thet s •
Ms unftdy, we'l havs to work on a
corrtracl Vail wB benefit US both.

"Ass ere 4C ear n tl.M Mil—Ill. SOLO ITU SO- .-*, oar ad
»«
—I| 25 » 30 igm par Ira
CtmiMary EVENTS Mings tor non-prom. putec nrno acMSM -« be iam
OHM lor h*a and « raguar rates ftereefter
O—en. (or at ssangs • 2 dan Oa«r. nMcsaor. « 4 00 p m Friday at 4 00 D m. a M
aeerAne lor ma Tuaada, arjajon.
""■■■" "snsa •» •"*««• « IN. so Nawa etsfee, IN MM, Has.

Ft 26, 1983
COf UTtB DATTWO PAHTY
UPTOWN 4 00-8 00 PM FOB $1 00
ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRWK 3
DATES, 2 FOR 1 AT THE BAR PICK
UP OUESTK3NAIRES AT THE C.S.
DEPT. OFFICE ACM WELCOMES
Alllll
SENOR CHALLENGE
83ISCOMaNG
OMNQ WEEK 3/14/63-3/18/83
tCMOR CMAUENOC '•»•
MARKETING SEMINARS AT THE
ALUMNI CENTER
2/23/83 8 30-9 30 p.tn
2/213183 I 00-2:00 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND
MARTS WATCH NEAR
HARSHMAN QUAD CALL DEBBIE
AT 2-3972 MUST OEffflFYl

aaMy a security
«Prtn9<

We're going to

LOST: A aaaaten'a sold Pulsar
•"rrcherjuere laca. EXTAEaeE aar.lt
saeatel value. H round, please call
Kan at 372-4424
Found purse r, Iron! ol McFal Clr
Cat 25824 to WanWy
LOST WOMENS GOLD WATCH.
NK1HT OF FEB 11th IF FOUNO
CALL 372-1218
Found:
BaesetbaS In Anderson
Arana. Thurt ahar ntermurels Claim
364 2034
Odd Chaai NecUace with errowneed
pendent Very Important, hi lound
peaaee cat Scon, 352-8887.
HIDES
NMe Naadad to Dayton (Vendalla
EaJt) on Fab. 26. Will gladly help
Bay ler aaa-Cea Ktoi at 3S2-2S72.

SERVICES OFFERfD
FREE TYPINO
CALL
1*4-1728

TAXES TAXES TAXES
Roster Tax S Accounting Service
priori form SB, Long form S16 8 up]
Proleealonel Preparation
Heaaoneera Retes
1007NMeai.BG
362-4340

Mufflers InilallHoar as $1996
Wet meet or Deal any wmtan eatlmass. Donl pay morem Cat 364
1278 tor FREE eaaTnetel 80 Muffler
Center 11085 Bearing QreetiHfl
Proleeetonel Type*]
Thsakl OMsrlsSons
352-0836

Oreat Drink Spedels
Open al Spas Show Spaa
Men ecMtted FREE M 10*0
MAW ST. 312-3703

xxoo.
BETTER DO IT SOONI
KIRKS COW LAUNDRY
709 S MAW
BROTHER* OF LAMBOA CM ALPHA: Lira CHOW OUR TRUE
SPIRIT AND MAKE OUR FUTURE
HAPPEN. ACTIVE* REatEMBER
"DELTA PI"

OLORIA AND SONIA:
ORANOeU'S EX CITED I

ARE TOUT

Carol Srvjmbeugh, I can! NaT you how
happy I am knowng thai we wB be
wortong togsthsr m Oflanhaoar next
yasr. I'm so proud ol you! Whal a
nrsal Has! Lova. Your big
DELTA QAMMA ANCHOR SPIASHI
•UNOAY FEB. J7 AT COOPER
POOL 1:00. ANCHORS AWAYI

PERSONAL

Happy Hour Hoaday Inn
Everyday, at day MTV
Every Night. Al tSght

MASS COMMUNICATIONS WEEK
ISN'T JUST FOR COMMUNICATION
MAJORS.

TUESOAY LADIES NITE
"DIAMOND PRODUCTION*"
Exotic Mala Dancara
Great Break taaclala
Open .1 Spm-Show Spm
MEN ADMITTED FREE AT 10:30
MAIN ST 352-3703

TUESDAY LADIES NITE
DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS

Hay Alpha Sigs. Gamma Phis and
Lambda ChTa We're bahnd you al
the way Get a.cited tor Oeaa Gamma
Anchor "plash on Sundey' Lova,
Your coachee

Bjaaaj Pratt tpiclali
Open al Spm-»how Spm
Hen edmrtled FREE altO:JO
MAIN ST. 352-3703

HEY EVERYONE (T.C. MCLUOEOF
Cal ASBY TOWNS 172^782 and
wish her a Keppy BMhdeyl OM
pcycrtsM tOf ■ FeMntsQ WMaWcno
A—YI Love you, Laura.

Alpha Gamma Delta Pledgee: The
reheat untied us end wa toll with
goals aa wel as notation Let's
show the actives our unamrled posar-

Atpna PM'K Tonight an* be great;
Finn help aa (al our pledge'
ready la do I Ml weekend In cmTown Love the Brathers ol SAE
P.8. Pete Party March Hh.
ALPHA PM'* TEKE8, ANO PI
KAPPS, QOOO LUCK IN THE DO
ANCHOR SPLASH THIS WEEKEND.
LETS SHOW EVERYONE WHO'S
81. SEE YOU TMEHEI
YOUR
COACHES, OWEN, LAURA. AND
NANCY,
Amy Howei. We think rte super you
were chosen as RSA rep lor Partial
We know youl do greet1 Lova. Your
Phi Mu Setters
Am Lytor, Cono/aajadtono on your
engagement to Donne) Doaa this
mean you ere going lo merry the "Boy
next door?" We wish you the very
beet Love, Your Phi Mu Setters
Attention B.Q Men: Ann Heoenob's 20th Is Saturday. She la
looking tor a awn to help her catebrata: N Intarastad. please call—
372-4215
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HAOSIt
Attention' Ladles ol Data Zeta and
men ol Phi Kappa Pel-get reedy lor a
radical everwvj of rock-n-rol with the
Pi Kappal Were peychad are you?
Let's do »t

CrS-0 NEOPHYTES: SIGMA I*
FOR LOVE Wa lova each and every
one ol you and appreciate eS your
hard work and era proud ol your
lentaalic eccomoloehmeritB' Sea you
Sundayl
CHI O's: OM psyched to party on
Theta CM Bsachl Were looking tor
ward to a greet time See you there.
The Than Chis
COMPUTER DATING PARTY
UPTOWN 4:00-8:00 PM
FOR SI .00
ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK
1 DATES, 2 FOR 1 AT THE BAR
PICK UP OUESTrONAIRES
AT THE CS DEPT. OFFICE
ACM WELCOME* AUIII

FAE, ANNETTE, TERRI, DEBBIE.
MARYANN, AND LEE. THANK YOU
SO MUCH FOR MAKING MY BIRTH
DAY SO SPECIAL YOU GUVS ARE
GREAT AND I LOVE YOU' MtCHELE

48
47
48
50
52
56

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DOWN
Forsyte et al.
Amaryllis
Singer Callas
U.S. judge at
Nuremberg
Donkey, In Caen
Srdewlaa, at aaa
Pacifies
Vetch
Appearing
Fragrant flower
In the thick of
Indoor game

■

1

4

Card Snambaugh. You're going to be
ao busy nest yearl Congrats on
getting the RA poerhon h Ottenrvjuer
Lova, the AX'sANNE LYTEFL Corv
grata on your SKI decision So BITE
THE DUSTI Your engagement wes
nethlng more than a LITTLE euprlael Wa love yasll Sue and
Nancy.

THETACHTS
TO TEA OR NOT TO TEA
THAT IS THE QUESTION
M

To His Perirtdgo Famey/Star Wars
Gang You're at the wterdeel Mends I
haval rm gonna nets you so much
nexl yasr, rl never And anyone who
can maka ma aa nervoue aa you al
can! F.AS. Lova, Pnricaaa Easy Lay.
PS. Now whadyawanna do? PSS
"Get paychad" to cnaaa oft into the
Ft luatonkss Hotttonl
WASH FOR LESS
AT THE WASH HOUSE
2SON. MAJN
WASHINGTON O.C. Spring Break
Travel/Study experience on Reagon
and Art.' Creott oodonei Room,
board, and travel tor S120 RegeHraHon deedtne b) Fab. 25 Cat UCF.
352-7634

'Whoa. Whoa, Whoa" Margot ksH
rose to 211 Happy 21M B-day Margol. We kyve youl Love your rporntoa.
DELTA OAMMA ANCHOR SPIASHI
SUNOAY FES. 27 AT COOPER
POOL iM. ANCHORS AWAYI
ROE NEEDED TO BETHLEHEM PA
OR NEW JERSEY AREA CAN
LEAVE MARCH 3 OR ANY OTHER
TeVIE. WSJ. HELP WTTH GAS
HAELY 372 5286
PABIT DAYTONA BEACH TRIP
LAST WEEK TO trOM UP. SPACE IS
FILLING FAST. WHY PAY MORE
FOR LESS. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MIKE AT »S2-t1t2 4
MAN SlSttl atan S1SS.
;
RACKET STRINGING FOR TENNIS
OR RACOUETBALL SB.oO
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Main
382-7197
FOR SALE: I SET 150 WATT MARANT2 SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER
RECErvYJR 1 1/2 YRS OLD. S400
lor sat. WIL PART OUT CALL
25% OFF-HATS-aaTTTENS-LEQ
WARMERS. 40% OFT SELECTED
STYLE BLOUSES.
JEANS-NTHBSO*. SI1 RtDOE ST.

WANTED

OHIO'S

Already lormed campua band wants
to add singer guitarist, or beatM. II
Interested (or even curious}, cat
Dave 352-4032 ot Al 2-6138

w«woooocws«oocua«e»oOv)«

HE PHI DELTS ARE PROUDl
OF THEIR NEW GUYS
WARREN ATEN PAUL WALKER
CORBI1N LEWIS JOHN HAGGERTYi
TODD STOUT PAUL BETERI
MIKE STARK
SHAWN MAMASIS

CORBIN SCHMITT
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"The increased productivity would
increase profits, which would be good
for workers. And they would enjoy
their jobs more if they could move
from one task to another."

Wanted 3 F to subnets house lor
aumnar. Ctoae to campus. Kitchen
wl lietlwaaliai 362-2909
RMTE NEEDED FOR SUMMER 2
BDRM. 2 BATH. POOL ANO CA8LE
TV CALL 352-7968 AFTER 5PM
nnpiallli need to buy Hockey Tick
on Price teogoaaclo 352-8930
2 PEOPLE TO ROE WITH US TO
FLOPJOA HELP WTTH GAS ANO GO!
362-2004.
HELP WANTED
ALASKA JOBS summer'veer round.
Earn greet money In (hie opportunity
rich state, to , earn (10,000-812,000 am three monai lathing boat
Sand lor 1963 employer Hating and
■YJormabon packet covering at induettss. SSOO (taut awl LYNTEl RESEARCH Dept AC3626 P.O. Box
99405 Carve. OH 44199 Satle

rsasstssnil

ALASKA JOBS eunmerryeer round
Earn greet money In ttva oppoutunrty
rich state •>.. earn S10.OOOS12
000 on three month taVAtng boat.
Sand tor 1083 employer Hating and
Wcrmetlon pocket covering al Indus
Met. S6.00 (an Inc.) LYNTEL RESEARCH Dept. AC3526 P.O. Box
99406 Ctove.Ohk) 44199 Sana
Ouarenteed
FWOLAY YMCA IS LOOKING FOR
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS. F YOU
ARE INTERESTED W A CHALLENQWQ JOB CALL TINA 424-1484 AF-

TER 5 P.M.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
round. Europe. 8. Arnar.. Auetrata,
Asle. At Fields
S500-S1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free Into.
Writs UC Box 52-OH-3 Corona Oat
Mar. CA 92826
Winning the Job Race-Ceeeette with
Laleel Job Landing Techniques tor
Career Poelttone alter Coaoge Send
J7 95 Bardeys. 8801 So Voeemne
-0H7 Englewood, CO 80112
CRUBE SHIP JOBS' $14(28.000
Cerribaan. Haarat, Work). Oat tor
Qukla. Directory. Newakmer. 1 916
722-1111 Ext. Bowing Green
HOLD SLIM PLAN CLASSES
PAtrr-TtME SALES POSITION
EXCELLENT COMMISSION ANO
TPJUNWO AVASLABLE S2S-SS83.
ACTIVIST
The Ohio Pubac Interest Campaign,
Ohio's leading consumer advocate at
now Interviewing hard-woriung commuted indlvkjuale inleiesled m energy
& envtronmenlal laauee. Hra. 210pm SISOrwk Cat 1-241-9093
between 10 4 4.
FOR SALE
J PIECE WHITE LUDWIG DRUM SET
TAMA HARDWARE Q.C. SSOO

JS 2-3744
10 Sp<

krydeHend made trame
various parts. Runs and looks axe
new. Guaranteed' (80.00 Cat 3721888
Oaa ooopon book tor eats. S85.00
or beet otler. 372-1113.
Chevy Caprice 1972. AhC. AM-FM
ratio caaaatto. C/8
ml 78500
(460 or beel ohar 352-6382.
Sony caaattto deck, tuiy autometic
turntable. AM/FM stereo receiver, a
pr. of Inanity Spkars-160 watts ee
channel A a stand, at under warranty,
1 1/2 yts. ot) Cal Johneon 3623042.
1971 VW. Engine good
needs work 362-1750.

Body

Slereo-Fleher MC-3010 Receiver
wrS-Trk, 8 OHM speakers. turntsOie.
(250 352-0393 stter 6 30

KMRfNT
CARTY RENTALS
Itousaa Aparlrnento-Roorna
9-12 montilaeaas Summer Rentala
Al near Campus 352-7386
• ••APARTMENTS" •
1 ar 2 kakra. Various location.
John Newto.e Real Estate
tlSEWooeterSl
Ca* (*»12S0 or SS2-SSSS

LOW SUMMER RENTALS
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

ssa—ss2o
Ursqus 1 bdrm. apt. m duplex edatcent to campus fum.. aval. May 11
(26O0O/mo. plus unities
354
1753
t Bdrm Fum Apt CUM-Private
Aval Now 353-3866
Houeo-Apts.-Fum. rooms
PRIVATELY OWNED. Aval sum. and
ad 9 or 12 mo loaoe 353-3855
Fum. 3 bdrm. 1 turn, efficiency lor
summer • M 256 S Cotege § A 1 C
363-3611
Now rerrang lor 83-84 school year
Itouaee end apartments Boggs Reel
EMato 362-9467, 352-3841. 3641120.
._»: 1 bdrm F.-U apis: 2
bdrm. F . gas heat, lervant pays etoc .
laundry lad. avat At residents
granted privtedge ot a memoerehtc lo
Die CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA
Preferred rYopertlea Co. 835 High
St Rental Office 352-9378

HOUSES 230 S 232 Lehman (380
ea t ml 9 mo lease 364-2280 or
352-9200.
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting lor
Summer and Fat school year.
Special Summer Rates
Ph 362-9302 ot 352-7386 evee
Now renting tor summer Two badroom, turn. apt. Water, cable t.v. paid
tor A/C. parking lot. laundry lacatlee
(400. tor the summer. (250 lor
shorter serin Cat 352-7182
2 bdrm . clean end quiet. IM semeetot 4 aria 352-6040 alter 5
Wa have R a* tar tMM Rentala!
I, 2, 3, 4 bdrme In epta. house,
duplexes Cat us tor at your housing
noode Newtove Meneoemeni 336
S Mem 362 5620.
Rooms to Rani
1 now with cooking prtveego
L Ctoae to campua Cat New

torn Manaosmtnl 338 s Matt
352-6620
Low Summer Rental!!
1 or 2 bdrme Many to choose from.
Cat Newtove Marvagomont
338 S Maw
362-6820
Variety at koeeee and apt*, tar
1MS-1SS4. Can Newtove Menegeevsnt at (tSOSS*.
810-816 4th St Free Heal. Water.
Sewer. At Cond Also has garbage
rttpoaat. Furnished or unfurnished 1
bdrm. apis. Newtove Meneoemeni.
336 S Main, Cat 362-5620
835 4tti St . 1 2 unrl bUg , 2 bdrme.
I 1/2 bathe. Al utl Included except
etoc. Oas heat (548 per mo 3626239 before 6:00
BAER RENTALS
VOTED B G S# 1 LANDLORD
2 BDRM. APTS -1/2 Btt. 2 BGSU
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES
352-4671 and 352-1800
Now renting tor fat. EfBca.. 2 bdrme.
and 3 bdrm houses Depots!, lease.
NO PETS 362-4266
2 bdrm. ken apt.
newly fum. A carpet
362-2883
New affk^encfaa near stadium com
petto with color TV. Al utities pokf!
(960/eemeeter 1 person.
(600/semottor each 2 people 3521520 tor spot to sea model
1 Bdrm apt low uti
(IBOrno no lease
depoelt required
a inrli rnmecaatoly
1 382-3110 10-5 PM
1 BDRM APT LOW LTIIL.. 175/MO .
NO LEASE. DEPOSIT REQUIRED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY' 1-3823110 10-6 p.m
lloueea and epta. Ctoae to cempue
for the 1983 84 school year 1-267-

3341.

1 bdrm. untum
apt wrYJehwaaher , awm pool A atorage Good
good service
352-2276
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FREE monthe rent on our futy lurnahad atudto arjertmaiaal Comptototy quiet and private Plenty ol
etorapa. Put kitchen and bathroom
We write our toaeee lo M your needs
Good tocaaton Ctoae 10 rtaaajanu
erxlalrxeeCHARtNO CROSS APT*.
1117 S Mae. St M2-04SS.
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1983-84 Employee Selection

ii

All students interested in employment at the SRC
should take note of the following dates:
Applications available at Student
February 28 & March 1
Employment Office, 460 Student

ii
1

■

Services Bldg.. LIMIT: 300
B
II
JI

March 2,3,4

Screening of applications at
SRC by Staff and Student
Employee Board.

March 7,8,9

All applicants must return
to Student Employment Office (no calls
please!(--those selected for
an interview will sign up for a
time on the 14th & 15th.
Interviews held at SRC.

41
U
i

■

American factories will adopt them
soon.
Even if management wanted to
train workers in more than one job,
unions might resist the change. "The
resistance by unions would be unfortunate," be said.

Student Recreation Center
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Ta OM otaotm Dana: Have a greal
■na et the data party. Wa'ra sen
there wal be more kl OM future!
Dana we heerd the! you could drink
the fays under the table ■ la H
true?! Lova, Wendy and Lett
To ■» -Mixed Nuts' ot AGO We
can i beteve hoar kicky wa era to
hove such paychad up pledgee'
Tuesday night aura wee a suprtsel
Wa love ye! Your AGO parsers

Ihaak we've got the right anewel
Tonight. Seventh t High.

IOOOOOOOOOOOO

I

'

How many more,
devs 01 we become roommetes? The
■ oejer wraean.
TO THE BROTHERS OF BtOMA CHr.
THANK YOU FOR HONORINO ME
AS YOUR NEW SWETHEART. LOVE
ANO KStSES TO ALLI SUE.

TONY 362-4489.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

SB
To my Stud Men:

WHERE IS THE 8r*OW7
AJpha Gams Joan t Amy: Your Alpha
sig Snow Dunraaa an paychad tor
Michigan, rear or aranelt

THE NEW T-SHIRTS ARE Wl
THE NEW T-S»*RTS ARE Wl
THE NEW WBGU-FM ARE
AVAILABLE AT FWDERS
WOOSTER ST ONLY S3 99

Kan Snow. Cong/aruaaone on being
selected aa an RAI Wa know youl do
a greet tob. Lova. Your Pra Mu

Coma party with LAeSBDA CM ALPHA And JACK DANsELSal BUTTONS Wed, March 2nd Bus leaves
every ha* hour starting M 830Irani
Ihe Union.
.

Todd Heukry. Happy 20th' Donl
worry Slough, you're sal Younger
tnen spikigSnay "How about I we
take you to Fnamty's lor a D-day
treat? Or would you rather go to
Former? Oat paychad. or gat scared.
tor your praaantt Your two reverse XI

Pledges ot SAE. This la rt-CIUceao
weekendl Have s greel time. Sty
the T.G. correctly, know It and try
your beet lo live It. Phi Alphe - The

Addy sad Fogal, You ahould have
aaved the data and bought the
Hm SMS-a* ot taking It In yow
tooel Laea Pal and Fain.
The MIXED NUTS era fuel too oootlll

Karen Kjaer. The sailors ol Alpha CM
Omega wocad a>e lo congratulete you
and Slave on your tovoJsrlnQ. Baal
.■nee lo the both ol you1 The AX'a

Although the Japanese methods appear to he significantly more efficient, Krajewski said he doubts that

Way to go AJpha Gams! Al Sports
Award and intramural Oaal eltaat
chempa' Also, e spaces] congrata to
Lrae Hem on being chosen tor Who's
Who' Your sewers are ao proud'

Shorn Watt. Congratuletloria on being
choeen lor Vat Al Greek Who's Who.
Wa'ra so proud ol youl Lova. Your
PNMu!
SIC SIC: YOUR FAVORITE TEACHER SAYS THANKS FOR THE
SIGN TUES NIGHT! YOU ALL GET
AN A FOR THE DAY.

Kappa Kappa Gemma's Put on your
beet dothee. wa'ra going to Via cat)
Gel paychad tor me Ms tonight The
Brothers ol ATO.

Performing more than one job in a
factory allows a worker to avoid the
monotony of repeating the same assembly line task every day, he said.
"They also appreciate the work
involved in doing more than one task
and therefore understand how each
task is important to creating a highquality, finished product."

PI Kappa and PM Para: Oat ready tor
a greet tea amh MM Daa Zaaa
tonight. Two Phis are envaya batter

SsSurday wa soon draw Ngn. Oat
paychad to meet your secret Ho.
Look around and And your match. At
Alaha Sigma Ply, end have a bean!

PELTS.

Dans. We haven't had a tee since Fal
Pledge Day let's make up tor loal
Brno - WHAT DO YOU SAY? Lova.
ThePNMua

Professional Quality on the Most
Sophisticated 'Typesetting Equipment in
Bowling Green Call 372-260. or stop by 106 University Hall

1
2
3
4

S. Summit

JODY ROBERTS, Gal peychad tor
aYJa>ajl8B beceuae we're psyched tor
yal CN-0 lova and ours. DAna.
Becky. Amy, and J*
Jute Overwey and Unds Scott
Thanks tor your guidance through
ptedgng Wa love you both. The new
DZAcSVaa.
KAPPA DELTA'S TONIGHT THERE
IS GOWO TO BE A BAD MOON ON
THE RBE ANmOPATIONI THE PHI

CongratiAstions Veronica and Mark
on your Delta Gamme-Thela Chi la■sasrtngl LIT B Sheryl P S Batter
keep the receipt.
DEAR KkVJBO AND LETTUCE HEAD
What would I do without you two 7
You make my day so sunny and bajol
Thanks tor being htands so Sue!
Lova. A lake Dra)

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
Reasonable Rates

29
33
36
37
38
40
41
44

PAUL alACURA CorvjraejkUlona on
becoming an RA In Founders' Youl
be GREAT Lova. The Ladtoe ol 303

I recel lest yeere. las. the nrte m the
gold lounge I was there too, but you
otdn't approve ol the man w/no hair.
Love ya Iota. Corto/a mom
i
Jafl Caasa: CongnHakruone on becoming an R. A I knew you could do
RIM Leva, Easier Sunny S*.

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

a
27

NEED 2 TICKETS FOR SATURDAY'S
BOAXI BASKETBALL GAME PRICE
NEGOTIABLE CALL JUDY 352809*.
ORIENTAL SPECIAL TUESOAY
EVEWNO* EOO ROLLS, FRIED
RSCE PLUS OTHER CHANQINO
tTUa* AT KAUFMAN'S

Mrsmurel Co*d and Women'e "*
leyben entrlea due to rm toa SRC
by March 1 M 4.-00 p.m. Play bagkis
wee* ot March T.

CONGRATULATIONS Stephanie
Pauly and Jell Barton on your engagement! You deserve die beet'
Love ya1 Becky

13 Grafted, In
heraldry
18 Name, to Caesar
23 Scott hero
26 Monkey
i
28 Lace mats
30
Ditsy
iJ
31 Negrito of P.I.
32 Pierre*
IT
location: Abbr.
33 Morals Abbr.
34 Seamus Heaney
of Ireland
M
35 Southern
constellation
39 Used an
Irrigator
42 Dante's "
"
43 Khan
II
44 Ineffectual
41
45 Herb cutting
49 Man-made
materiel
51 Billiard shot
53 Accounting
orocedurt
54 Peewee
55 Slaves of old
98 Pungency
57Rulerlnthe
Eaat
58 Turner
63 Above, poetically *
64 Anecdotes

MY TTE MAI TAI MY TE MAI TAI MAI
TAI MY Tg MAI TAI MY TE

bassawsl Floor Hockey Entries
Ova Howl Woman'a Deadline - Fab.
21 by 4:00 p.m Man's Dsadllrn March 1 by 4:00 p.m. Tern entrtee
Into Rm. 108 SRC.

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

59 Ring name
60 Pool adjuncts
61 "1 never mat
..."
62 White House
location
65 Current hit on
Broadway
86 Fed man Elliot
87 Form of
pollution
68 Former sr.
68 Minerals
70 Wagers

MEXICAN FIESTA EVERY MONDAY
EVENING 8 TACOS FOR S1.8S
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A COCKTAR. AT KAUFMAN*

Hay Pttaai The Alpha OS's era loo
oaoSsd about the lea tonight Oat
paychad lor lots ot dancing. Love.
HiaAX-s.

in conjunction with

ACROSS
Latin dance
Deck Hams
Stare In wonder
Once more
Raced
Egyptian sun god
Irrigator
Melee
Eager
Hooter
of the road
Signet ring,
for one
nug«
German river to
the Fulda
Liar
Place to gat ill
Neighbor of Minn.
Sat on fit*
Walsh dog
la vlsts
Trappings
Mil. entertainment
oro.
Himalayan
denizen
Saving
Se*15Acroea
One who maligns
Tributary of the
Rhine
Writer Gay

Marc, Oat psyched lor a wSd weekend on the etopae (It we ever make it
out there I donl know > I can Iterate
■quor ■ 7:00 am. Beteve S or noil
MASS COaaMUNICATlONS WEEK
MW'T JUST FOR COMtaUHrCATION
MAJORS

Any.
■fi pwytn^ IpofrQ Fi*Md nocksy
CSN Unda 3I2-SSS7.

AGO thanks our baaketbet coaches
Lynue and Stove on e lerrtaettc no'
Youie auper

Lara aaa who haa the moat apt* m
BO end can win the LAMBDA CM
ALPlUUpalt TROPHY on JACK DANKL'S NKJHT at BUTTON* Wed
Morch2nd

OaodSsok ore PSXCS sad PI Kappa
Pal'a m the DO Anchor Spleeh. Oet
pay chad, you're the beet Lova your
DOcoachsa.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY. KEVTNIWe've made it through one ler
rmc yasr Lara maka > one hundred
more namarnber. rm eavays hara tor
you end I'LL LOVE YOU FOREVERI
XOXO LoH [Smoody)

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24

K. P : Tomorrowa the day-wal drive
assay. The tfiwnsts are wa whol
atlempt to eki. But moal d aS-wel
have a bafl. So meat me M sevenwal party In heeven. ouz tomorrow s
the day-ttva gemmer wB show you
tie way! Oat paychad, Lova Chen
IEIOH HOLUNQSWORTH:
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING
CHOSEN OUTSTANDSNG NEW 80ROMTY MEMBER'
WE'RE SO
PROUD OF YOUI WTTH LOVE. THE
SISTERS OF QAMMA PHI BETA

TUESDAY LADIES NTTS
''UAavONO PRODUCTION*''

Bonn i an m ton. Dons.

f1,,,,,J

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

But he said the study showed that
American factories and plant managers could do a much more productive Job.
American auto factories have as
many as 200 job classifications, while
the Japanese have only eight, he

The result was a 60 percent increase, although that figure would be

CLASSIFIEDS

noted.
"When a Japanese worker no
longer is needed on one task, he is
assigned to another task or be receives training. He's continually
learning new skills," Krajewski said.
"The Japanese fear having workers
idle. Aside from the lost production,
they feel that the workers may get
hurt while looking for something to
do. In addition, the Japanese have
found that workers are happier if they
do more than one job," he said.

difficult to match in a real factory
because not all real workers would be
able to perform all the jobs,
Krajewski said.

different tasks, according to an Ohio
State University study.

1'

n

March 14 & 15
March 16 & 17
March 18
Call Karen DeRosa (372-2711)
w
ues ons
ti £mmmmimmu
r ith4

L~

Selection.
Names of 1983-84 (beginning Fall 83')
employees will be posted at
Student Employment and SRC.

For those who wish for snow/page 2
Curling/page 3
Cold weather jogging/page 4

w.

Indoor activities/page 5
Gerrard Blair, skating pro/page 6
Cross-country skiing/page 7
Friday, February 25, 1983

Leisure • the Arts • Entertainment

EEKENDER
|Magazine|

4 *
With the recent unseasonable temperatures, it may seem odd for The Weekender to be
featuring stories about recreation for cold, and even snowy, weather. But never fear, the
temperature is dropping again and there is snow to be found somewhere -- who knows,
maybe even here sometime soon. So, ski buffs, cold weather enthusiasts, and those of you
who prefer to do your exercising inside on these winter days, enjoy. This is for you.

Cold Weather Recreation

February 25, I9S3/page 2

For those who dream of Winter Wonderland
b«jk»tt&rpe£w
staff reporter

Tennis, swimsuits and convertible 'vetts are
great. But it's February for God's sake.
For the past three months my friend has sat
tirelessly, with his nose pressed firmly against the
window, ski poles and gloves in hand, staring into
the sky for the slightest hint of a frosty flake from
heaven. Much to his grief, however, the onlv flakes
be spotted were three freshmen girls stumbling
home late one Thursday night from a MASH Bash.
My heart goes out to those who have invested in
ski equipment for this season. I saw one deperate
soul cruising down Wooster Street with four pairs of
roller skates attached to his cross-country gear.
Snowmobilers are probably the most pitiful of all.
To see three people being pulled by a 77 Nova on
John Decree makes me wonder "Is there no God?"
What about the hordes of hyperactive fourthgraders who have looked forward to building
snowmen and making snow angels since July? Is
mis not a sad picture? Thousands of nine-year-olds
lying in the mud waving their arms furiously to
make an imprint in the ground, while a few yards
away their friends sling clumps of grass at one
another and stack tires off a "69 Datsun on topv of
each other and sing "Frosty the Rubber-man
THINK about it Wasn't the blizzard of 78 more
fun than this season of limbo we are experiencing
this year? The blizzard brought families closer

together, and even encouraged some couples to
start a family. My five-year-old cousin would
conceivably (no pun intended) not be around today
if it were not for the storm.
There are several theories about the cause of our
less-than-typical Midwest winter. The one about the
Mexican volcano comes to mind. I personally
believe that it is a secret act of Congress in an effort
to cut down on the added costs that winter weather
brings with it (My letter to Congressman Latta is
in the mail.)
Whomever's idea it was to cancel this winter
obviously had no idea the turmoil that such a
decision would cause: Thousands of grandmothers
are stuck with garbage bags full of hand-crafted pot
holders because the need for knitted ski caps was
nonexistant this year; several physicians have
been forced to take three day lunches because the
waiting rooms that are usually packed with
miserable, sniffling, wheezing patients are empty;
and the evening news has been forced to show
reruns from last year's winter since this year
brought no families of twelve trapped beneath tons
of snow and ice in their mobile home.
SIXTY degree weather in the dead of winter Just
isn't fair to those who are still paying on toboggans
they bought for their kids at Christmastime.
is an outrage to anyone who bought new
galoshes with last winter in mind. Something has
got to be done.
Perhaps if we sacrificed the Today Show's

Willard Scott the gods would smile upon us and
those with expensive Toros in the garage could once
again have something to live for.
On the more practical side. Maybe we could
borrow some snow from northern Canada. They say
we have polluted it with our industrial wastes
anyway. Add snow Is skiable, isn't it?
Whatever is done it had better be quick. Two
hundred thousand bored locks roaming the streets
at night with ski poles in their hands and nothing to
do with them could make an evening uptown a little
too exciting. What is more, I fear that another
snow-free month could send hundreds of ski-freaks
off the deep end and begin defrosting their freezers
with boots and goggles on.
A SNOWLESS WINTER is something that
Midwesterners are just not going to take tying
down. We cannot be expected to live through twelve
months of monotonous, seasonless weather. We
have become accustomed to slipping, sliding,
slushy, sloppy snow and we miss it
This had better be the last defrosted winter for
the Midwest. I don't think my friend could go
through another three months of depression. Just
yesterday he mistook some ashes from our
building's incinerator for snowflakes, grabbed his
hat, scarf and ski equipment and took off down the
sidewalk with sparks flying and people screaming
as he sprinted along on his skis, grunting "I knew it
would come, I knew it"

February 25. 1983/page 3

Curling:
Though curling is not a sport played
by many students at the University,
this is one of the only schools in the
country with curling facilities on
campus.
One of the University's mixed
curling teams will be competing in the
National Mixed Curling
Onmniwahip to be held March 13-20
in Two Harbor*, Minn.
The team recently won the regional
competition by defeating teams from
Indiana, aaVMpn and Ohio, ROBS
Lissuzzo, senior pre-iaw major and
"skip" (captain) of the team, said.
"It is very hard to explain curling to
someone who has never seen it," he
said.
Carl Parker, Junior management
information systems major and

The friends you meet
really make the game. They
leave the game on the ice..
. That's the unique thing
about curlers."
— Russ Lissuzzo
"second" member of the team,
agreed. "I usually explain it by
saving it's like shuffleboard on ice,"
The game is played by four players
on ice skates, a "rock" (a 4Mb. piece
of granite) and "brooms" (as in
housework). The players "throw" the
rock across the ice toward a target
while others "sweep" the ice in front
of it to direct the rock toward the
center of the target
THE "LEAD" (Ann Thibo) throws
first, "second" (Carl Parker) next,
"vice skip" (Anita Parker) third and
"skip" (Lissuzo) fourth.

An out of the way
sport — on the ice

It is important to have good
sweepers on a curling team, Lissuzzo
said, because they can determine
where and how far the rock will go.
"Good sweepers can make a bad
throw into a good throw and extend a
throw up to 20 more feet," »■>——»«
said.
He said curlers get points for the
number of rocks they get closer to the
center of the target than their
opponents in each round. He said
many people think curlers get points
for getting a rock in a certain color
circle on the target. For example, the
outer blue and red circles are so many
points, but this is not the case, he
explained.
Lissuzzo, as the skip of the team, is
the captain who stands behind the
target and directs the sweepers as to
where and bow far the rock should go.
Players alternate throwing rocks
and each throws two rocks each
game, he said. The team going to the
national championship have been
together for two years, Lissuzzo said.
"Teamwork is very important"
LISSUZZO SAID he began curling
12 years ago when his parents
belonged to a country club in Oak
"I tried it and I hated it," he said.
But the more he curled, the more he
said he liked it. lissuzzo said he chose
to come to school at the University
because it is one of the only
universities with curling facilities.
Next month Lissuzzo will be
entering his fifth national
competition. He has competed hi
■alaMtl competitions who men's
teams in thelast few years.
"I love it" he said. "I wouldn't give
it up for anything. It's one of the main
reasons I came to Bowling Green.

Lissuzzo throws a rock while the rest of the learn either cheers or "sweeps."
"The main thing behind curling is

that it's fun. I've made a lot of friends.
The friends you meet really make the
game," he said. "They leave the
game on the ice. The games over with
and we're on the social level then.
That's the unique thing about
curlers."

"Hove it. I wouldn t give
it up for anything. It's one
of the main reasons I came
to Bowling Green."
- Russ Lissuzzo
Parker said hisparents also got him
started curling. When he was 12 years
old, they wanted him to try it
"I LIKED IT and I was hooked," he
said.
Parker said be continues to curl
because he likes the competition on
the ice and also the social aspect of
the game when the competition Is
over. He «i»pi«»MH that though the
competition on the ice is intense, after
each game the members of both
teams get together to discuss it. He
said then are never any bard feelings
among the opponents.

"It's a sport for all ages," be said.
"You can build friendships all across
the country."
Parker's sister, Anita, is a
freshman industrial psychology
major and vice skip of the team.
She said she and her brother have
been curling together for about seven
years. Both brother and sister have
been curling "since we were big
enough to get the stone down the ice,"
she said.
LAST YEAR she said she and her
parents drove two hours every
Sunday to curl in Bowling Green and
her parents continue to come to the
University every Sunday evening.
"I'll do it (curl) as long as I live in a
place where it's available," she said.
Ann Thibo, Junior learning
disabilities and elementary education
major and "lead" of the team, said
the social part of the game is the most
important to her.
"I really enjoy curling and I've met
a lot of nice people," she said.
Thibo said she started curling her
freshman year at the University when
she had to add a class to her schedule.
The woman at drop-add talked her
into trying curling, she said, and she
has been curling ever since.

Story by Vicki Reinhart
Photos by Jerry Cattaneo
The curling learn poses for a "family"portrait: Captain or "skip" Russ
Lissuzzo, "lead" Ann Thibo. "vice skip" Antla Parker, and "second" Carl
Parker.
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Skiing: A sport for the strong of heart
June Kemley
" reporter

skier may even be stabbed with his own pole.
"IN COLORADO, this guy's pole flipped up and
The tow-rope at Brighton stretched from the
around and caught him right above the eye,"
bottom of the hill to the top. The girl clutched the Cauffiel said. "He was in the clinic for an hour and
rope in one hand and was towed slowly up the hill. was back on the slopes again."
Skiers are fun people, according to Cauffiel. The
Losing her balance, she fell forward into hardpacked snow and even then refused to surrender the camaraderie exists on the slopes and fills the
rope. Perhaps it was the irresistable thought of
glasses in the lodge afterward.' "They talk about the
good times they had, drink a few beers, maybe
reaching the top. Perhaps it was slow reflexes.
smile a little bit more."
Cruel is the sport that substitutes the face for a
snow shovel.
Skiing attracts the same people who enjoy i
like horseback riding and hang gliding, ac
Despite the frequent scrapes, scratches and
to Cauffiel. "An athletic person who plays a va
broken bones, the true skier will rise again,
of sports will catch on quicker. You usually won't
according to Ford Cauffiel, ski club president.
As winter begins, even a six-year skiing veteran see a poindexter out there hang gliding," he said.
Usually, skiing will not grow on the
like Cauffiel feels some qualms. "What scares me
unenthusiastic novice, Cauffiel said. The sport is
most is falling off the chairlift," he said.
cold and occasionally uncomfortable and
Since some chairlifts suspend passengers
hundreds of feet off the ground, the fear is valid.
dangerous. "It's like if you get on a horse and you
don't like your kidneys bounced around and your
"Every now and then you fall off. But there's
probably more of a chance of getting killed in a car butt getting sore, you probably won't get on a horse
again."
accident," he said.
Skiing equipment is designed to release the skier
ALTHOUGH SKIING is traditionally a rich
if he falls, but this system sometimes fails. The
athlete's sport, the courageous poindexter is

welcome on the slopes. "Nobody cares. I personally
respect somebody who goes out and tries new
things," Cauffiel said. "When you're young, you're
probably in the best health you'll ever be in. Who
knows, you may not be here tomorrow."
Expensive skiis and outfits remain status
symbols for some people, but for Cauffiel, old
clothes serve just as well. "I've never felt part of
the hob-snob skiers. A lot of people dress up,
though. Well, a lot of people can't walk to class
unless they get fixed up."
Skiers can get their yearly fix for about $1,000,
Cauffiel said. Only two ski trips this year have cost
him |800. These costs for ski club members are
lower than expenses for the independent skier.
"You (club members) can stay at places really
cheap, but if you go by yourself, you'll easily spent
a couple hundred dollars in one weekend," he said.
A weak economy and early spring have made
even the most devoted skiers lethargic. "I don't
dream about it or anything when the snow isn't on
the ground," Cauffiel said. "But when it starts to
snow, you get butterflies in your stomach. You get
highonit*

Caution prevails for cold weather jogging

by Gloria Good
repTter

A body to make a bikini proud and lungs strong
enough to last a round of volleyball on the beach:
with spring break approaching, a well-toned body is
definitely an alluring goal.
The benefits of a good exercise program are
reknowned; it builds healthy cardiovascular and
muscular systems, which reduces the chance of
heart attack and stroke.
Unfortunately, even in the Florida sun it is often
hard for manypeople to knot their Nikes and hit the
jogging trail. Bowling Green winds can make it
twice as difficult for any comfortably housed
college student to get motivated.
However, with impetus, a good pair of shoes, and
little knowledge, anyone can run his way to good
health, even in Bowling Green's brisk weather.
"Most novices tend to do too much too soon," said
Dr. Steven Dunn, an assistant professor in the
school of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, but, of course, that can happen in am
weather.
"I THINK the biggest hindrance is the hazardous
road conditions associated with running in the cold:
it's snowy, it's icy, and visibility is poor."
The most common problem a jogger may
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Joggers should be careful not to over-exert
themselves. Dunn recommends the logger
monitors his heart rate to find his '"training zone."
The training zone is 60 to 80 percent of a person's
reasting pulse rate, according to the American
College of Sports Medicine.
Judy Aulden, a physical therapist at Bowling
Green's health center, explains this method. ''You
start with your resting pulse rate. If my pulse rate
is 40,50 percent of that is 40 more beats a minute. So
if I have a pulse rate of 120 after exercising, then I
have stretched my cardiovascular system/'

AFTER JOGGING.a cool-down is just as
important as the warmup was. "You can cool down
just by slowing down the activity," Aulden said.
Advice to the beginning runner? "I'd tell him to
WHEN RUNNING in the cold, individuals should
first measure out a mile course," she said, "but do
always start out by doing stretching exercises,
followed by a warmup. This routine helps prevent not expect to run it the first time out. Work at a goal
muscles from straining, something which happens to run that mile, but not in the first week."
Bowling Green's cool winds are no excuse to put
more easily in the winter.
off training. Whether for that jaunt to Fort
"The warmup is nothing more than doing the
Lauderdale or for a lifetime of good health, running
activity at a lower, less intense level. If you're
going to go out and jog, then one of the best ways to is a safe form of exercise as long as the proper
against overheating and strained
warm up would be to walk briskly or to do very slow precautions
jogging for about five or ten minutes," said Dunn. muscles are taken.
"Running is fantastic," said Aulden. "It's cheap.
This gradually increases the heart rate and body
Anyone can do it. And it's available 24 hours a day."
temperature.
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encounter in the winter, besides the strained
muscles of every season, is that of overdressing.
"By wearing too many thick layers, jogging
becomes uncomfortable because of overheating,"
Dunn said.
Dunn suggests wearing several light layers so
that the body is warm enough and yet is still able to
cool itself down once the running process has
begun. He adds that the jogger should wear
mittens, and a cap since so much of the body's heat
is lost through the head.
"Often times we don't drink enough fluids in the
winter," he said. "People forget because they're
not sweating as obviously as they do in the summer.
It's important to keep adequate fluids."
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Fitness can
be obtained
indoors,too
SJanet Pavasko
Breperter
Are those late night pizza cravings starting to
became noticeable? Or maybe dime beer night is
starting to take its toll. Whatever the reason may
be, fitting an exercise program into an already
over-crammed academic schedule can be quite
tricky. However, getting or staying in shape does
not require special equipment or diets.
Getting down to the basics, there are quite a few
calorie-burning activities that we do every day. Did
Cknow that sleeping bums off 12 calories every
minutes? For those of us cramming for
midterms, studying also burns off 12 calories every
ten minutes. Showering and dressing burns off
mlflritt, 32 every ten minutes to be exact. And for
those that do mike our beds, 39 calories are being
burned off.
One exercise that can be done anytime, anywhere
with a low injury rate is walking. About 2S calories
are burned during a 15 minute time span. Walking
makes the heart and lungs work harder and take in
more oxygen, which leads to a more fit body. In
addition to conditioning the heart, walking also aids
in digestion, combats insomnia, increases the
energy level, and makes you feel better.
WITH any exercise program, no matter how
simple, the general idea is to increase physical
activity while decreasing the calorie intake.
One way to determine your daily calorie needs Is
to take your "dream weight" and multiply this
figure by 16 if you are a man, and 16 if you are a
woman. This number is the intake of calories you
should be consuming.
Other tips to reduce weight is to eat less fatty
foods, eat less sugar and sweets, eat slowly and
take smaller portions, and never ever go shopping
when you are hungry.
However, if you are one of those who do not want
to just "sit around and watch the calories
disappear," a structured exercise program could
be more beneficial in your own battle of the bulge.
According to Sue West, coordinator of the Well,
conditioning and finding a structured program are
easily done on campus.
"We, the Well, could not structure a program but
we do refer students to the physiology lab for a
cardiovascular test, and we also offer nutritional
counseling," West said. "Then students are
referred to the rec center for specialized help."
MANY of these structured classes consist of jazz
exercises, aerobics, swimnastics, and
weightlifting, all of which are offered at nominal
fees. The University Activities Organization and
some residence halls offer aerobic sessions twice a
week.
Carol Hensel is the author of the aerobics dance
record Exercise and Dance. According to Keith

Ml/mm i
Aerobics are one indoor exercise program to follow during winter, It is offered by the school of HPER.

Janosik of Finder's Records and Tapes, this record
currently makes up about 60 percent of the exercise
sales. Most albums and tapes are priced at eight
dollars.
According to Hensel, aerobic exercise and dance
is designed to "achieve cardiovascular fitness,
improve overall muscle tone, develop body
awareness, increase energy and help you feel good
about yourself."
While most aerobic records and books show a
slim, smiling, beautifully dressed woman on the
cover, most people should be aware that for about
the first week or two smiling will be the only
activity one can do without hurting.
MOST AEROBIC classes and aerobic tapes are
about 40 minutes in length, and tend to follow a
basic format. Each offers a warmup and a cooldown session which is coupled to a slow mellow
song. Then lively upbeat popular music sets the
pace while you work on each part of your bodyWhile most tapes tend to go song by song and
work each part of the body, aerobic classes follow a
different format. The entire body is worked in each
song, with parts of the song corresponding to parts
of the body. Either way, the beginning aerobic
participant finds themselves waiting for that cooldown song, which for the first week can be pure
heaven. One should also bear in mind that aerobics
may not actually help you "lose weight," but it can
help you lose inches.
Lastly, the finale to a physical workout or even a
mental workout on a test is mental and body
exercises. These exercises concentrate on the
relaxation of muscles by tension and control.
Available from the Well, these tapes can
successfully put anybody to sleep.
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Skating pro enjoys teaching role
by Nancy BeaeT
U seems the Caaadlans have all the luck on the
Ice.
Fortunately for the U.S., however, some of them
come here, Gerrard Blah fa one of mem.
Blair is the heed figure skating pro at the
University's Ice Arena. Today he teaches classes
for the school of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, and is involved with the Group Lessons
Series of figure skating programs offered to the
general public.
However, Blair has a long career of figure
skating behind htm, both competetive and
professional. He is orignally from Toronto, Canada.
He has a congenial way of conversing, and to this
day is unruffled by the pressures of the competitive
profession which he chose, unawed by the famous
skaters he has met; after all, he is one of them.
Blair became interested in figure skating at the
age of 15, which he said "is really too late to begin,"
but regardless of this, he went on to compete in the
Junior Men's Canadian Championship in 1946. He
came in second men, but competed again and won
in 1947.
HE WENT ON to compete in the Junior Men's
North American Championship, but came in second
to Dick Buttons, who now commentates on figure
skatina for ABC's Wide World of Sports.
In a high-pressure situation like competitive
skating, it would seem natural to be nervous, but
Blair said be never really was.
"I suppose in every situation like that, you have
to be keyed up, after all, you are a performer, but it
never really bothered me," Blair said.
He also explained his technique of handling the
audience.
"I ignored them. Of course, they always have
some effect on what you are doing. There isn't any
way they couldn't, but I Just tried to go on and do
my routine."
Blair said that «fc»Hng has improved
-tremendously in the competitive world since he was
in it, both in technique and in equipment.
"The routines have become much more athletic,"
Blair said. "It used to be that if you could do a
double lump, you were at the top in the skating
world. Now even very young skaters do double and
triple Jumps."

IN THE DATS that Blair was skating
competitively, the competition f^mwisttd of one
freestyle roomie and a series of figures that had to
be skated on the ice, such as circles and figure
eights. Today, the figure skating section is not quite
as important as it was then.
"The figures are mainly for discipline. They used
to be a lot more important than they are now.
Judging now is about 60 percent (free skating) to 40
percent (figures)," Blair said.
Over the years, be has met many famous skaters,
including Bowling Green's own Scott Hamilton.
"He's a wonderful guy; bright, ambitious, really
intelligent," said Blair.
Blair left the competitive world after only a few
iianietiUons and tamed professional for economic
"I needed money. I enjoy teaching, and skating
has always been something that I was Interested In
and could do well, so I started teaching in Ottawa,"
Blair said.
HIS TEACHING CAREER led Blair from his
native country to Erie, Pennsylvania, and then to
Philadelphia. Prom there he came to the
University.
"They nave some of the finest (ice skating)
facilities in the country here. The students are very
lucky," Blair said.
Blair also said that he has been teaching for about
IS years and he likes watching University students
learn to skate.
"Of course, they are really too old to become
competitors, and the HPER classes are very lowpressure. (Skating) is required for majors, but it is
fun to watch them out on the ice and they can learn
to skate a little bit and have some fun," Blair said.
Blair said that even among his older students be
has some that become surprisingly good - but not in
a short amount of time.
"This is a process that takes a lot of work and lots
of time," Blair said.
In order to be competitors, it is best to start
"when you're about six or seven," said Blair.
A COMPETrnVE SKATER has to practice six
days a week, several hours a day, 11 months of the
year, according to Blair.
"If you stop for awhile, then you get set back;
muscles get out of shape, that sort of thing," Blahsaid. "It has to be a continuous process."

He also has seen skaters that have wanted to be of
competitive quality, but never quite make it But be
says be never discourages anyone; a skater must
learn for himself what his capabilities are, even if it
means letting that skater go through years of
practice and work.
"If you don't have talent, then there is nothing
yon can do. It's Just something you have to be born
with," Blair said.
Of course, Blair has also seen and taught skaters
with a great deal of ability, and some of his students
have competed in national competitions in the VS.
and Canada.
HOWEVER, he says the ratio of boys to girls is
still small: for every boy that starts lessons, 20 girls
do also. The ratio evens out in University classes,
since it is required of some majors, and of the nonpressure quality of the classes, but the United
States will probably still see more women's
champions to the future than men's.
■ said that be has taught people of all ages,
and regardless of age, skating is something that
can be enjoyed by everyone. Young children have
to decide early bow serious they are going to be
about the sport, but Just because a person may be
too old to enter the competitive world, even
learning a little can provide entertainment
Blair said that teaching is a that goes only as fast
as a person can learn.
"If someone has never been on skates before, I
teach him how to put on his skates and how to stand
on the ice. Then I teach how to skate forward, stop,
do turns and skate backwards," Blair said.
In addition to the actual skating, Blair said he
also teaches his students skating terms and bow to
care for equipment.
BESIDES CLASSES for students, the University
provides lessons for the general public, in the form
of the Group Lessons Series. Classes are taught
once a week for a period of six weeks and cost $20.
The lessons last half an hour. There is skating for
very small children, and beginning, intermediate,
and advanced classes. After one class has been
passed, the skater earns a badge and goes on to a
higher ranking. Classes are scheduled for evening
and weekend times.
"We aJsc have lessons in he summertime, too,"
Blair said.
So maybe the student and citizens of Bowling
Green have all the lock this time.

Several groups offer ski trips
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All you need to go skiing is -an imagination and a
good travel agent
With an tmseaaonal heat wave in northwest Ohio,
hitting the slopes may be the last thing on your
mind. Yet the calendar reminds us that it is still
technically winter, and Mother Nature may have
one more snowfall up her sleeve.
For hardcore winter skiing enthusiasts, all hope
is not lost
The Holiday Travel Center located at 140 N. Main
St. offers several package deals in conjunction with
the airlines, according to Pamela Logan, travel
consultant for the firm.
"The Thompson vacation package is the most
popular and probably the most economic," she
She added that the price of the trip, which leaves
out of Detroit, is $47». Thiaincludes airfare, a fiveday lift ticket, and transportation to and from the
resort, she said.
"SOME PLACES do have dorm-type facilities
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that are very reasonable, yet you must book ahead
since they are rented out in blocs," she said.
Logan advised anyone wanting to use the dorm
facilities to make reservations 11 months in
advance.
"It (siding) has been down. People have not even
sidled as much as last year," she said. "Most of the
interest in skiing is off this time of year, with a
small rush at Christmas.
"I have no one looking at skiing for Soring Break
this year, and that is surprising /-she said.
Another travel agency, the AAA World Wide
Travel Services, located at 414 E. Wooster, also
offer* several ski travel packages, according to
manager, Kelly Zenz.
"MANY of our tours are to Denver-to Aspen and
Vail," she said. Most of these packages
include aocomodations and some ot day's (ski) lift
(payments)."
The University Activities Organization also
offers two main ski trips during the winter. There
are two ski trips tentatively planned for Feb. 25-26
and March M.
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Cross country skiing: On the level
l»miililH«gg

made of wood and coated with wax. This wax will
grip the snow when the ski is still, allowing the
moving ski to glide more easily.
You are a skiing fanatic. Tattered passe* from
Bindings also are slightly different. Downhill
various ski resorts hang from the zipper of your
skiing requires rigid boots to provide support for
ankles.
Boots are fastened to the skis at the toe and
down vest Your arms are extended in front of you
as you walk, Imaginary ski poles clutched in your heel, also for support. In cross-country skiing, boots
mittened hands. You just cannot get the whiteare flexible to allow necessary movement for the
walking gait Heels are not bound to the skis to
capped slopes out of your blood.
rat here you are in Bowling Green, Ohio, where allow the skier to push off with the toe.
Cross-country skiing, unlike the more commonlythe Mghf* summit is the small, man-made hill on
known downhill sport, does not depend on high
the University golf course. Hardly an excitement
peaks, towropes or ski lifts. But according Iiu,
for a skiing enthusiast as yourself.
cross-country skiing requires more physical
There is nope. Although maybe not as
glamourous as downhill skiing, cross-country
exertion than does downhill skiing.
skiing is increasing in popularity and can be done
" WITH DOWNHILL, there is a natural
on any snow-covered surface (or wet grass in some
Eavitational pull without using too much energy,"
areas).
u said. She said cross-country skiing requires
In downhill skiing, the skier takes the ski lift or
holds on to a towrope to reach the top of a hill and much more energy because, being on flat land,
glides down the side of it on skis, using to poles to there is not that gravitational force.
Because mare energy is needed for cross-country
increase speed. In cross-country skiing, the skier
skiing, it provides more exercise for the body.
uses a walking rhythm while gliding across flat
"Downhill (skiing) is more for rhythm," Liu said.
terrain, using poles for toward momentum.
ACCORDING to Dr. Nora Liu, assistant professor While downhill provides more isometric (muscle
contractions that occur when the muscle ends are
of HPER and former cross-country instructor,
equipment for the sport differs slightly from that of fixed in place, producing tension) exercise, crosscountry skiing Increases the efficiency of the
downhill. While downhill skis are usually
cardiovascular system. Liu said.
fiberglass, the narrower cross-country skis are
assistant copy editor
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Clothing needed for cross-country skiing differs
from that of downhill because of the added exertion.
Liu recommends that cross-country skiers wear
layered clothing that can be removed one layer at
time as a person begins to feel warm and perspire.
When the skier stops for a break, he can put on the
Jacket he took off.
ASIDE from providing added exercise, crosscountry skiing has other benefits, Liu said. "You
don't need a specific place," Liu said, adding that
for downhill skiing, you must have the proper
facilities such as ski lifts, towropes and mountains.
In comparison, cross-country skiing is much toss
expensive than downhill. Liu said that a pair of
cross-country skis cost around ISO-ISO, while skis
for downhill cost from $1604400. "Downhill is a
prestigious activity," Liu said."Without extra
money, it's costly.'
Liu said cross-country skiing is increasing in
Tartty; "A large group (ean go cross-country
i) with inexpensive equipment anyplace." she
said. Cross-counfry skiing is much easier to learn
than downhill, Liu said. '"It's just like walking,'' she
said.
In order to become proficient at the sport, Uu
said a skier must practice to "get their
cardiovascular system in shape." She said the
practice will help to build stamina which is needed
for cross-country competition.
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Molson Golden.That's Canadian for great taste.
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When famous bowler Don
Carter invited 23 Kingpins to
the First Lite Beer Bowling
Tournament, it seemed like a
great idea.
It was the guys who drink
Lite Beer from Miller
,—
because it tastes great
against the guys who
drink it because it's less
filling. And once again,
the All-Stars proved
they're in a league by
themselves.
After a lot of pins
(and quite a few Lite
Beers) went down and
the smoke finally
cleared, the score was

tied, with only one man left to go
Rodney Dangerfield
All he needed to win it was one
pin A klutz situation. Rodney, in
top form, got the same amount of
pinsashegetsiespect.None

Utr

■■1

Teammate Ben Davidson felt
Rodney deserved a break, or
at least a fracture. Billy Martin
didn't argue with that Jim
Honochick couldn't believe his
eyes Neither could Marv
1 Throneberry
So the First Lite Beer
Bowling Tournament
ended in a draw And
the argument over the
best thing about Lite
was left unsettled.
I
But there was one
thing everyone agreed
on. It was truly everything you always
wanted in a bowling
tournament And less ■

